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Abstract This paper reviews the state of knowledge concerning the source of magneto-
spheric plasma at Earth. Source of plasma, its acceleration and transport throughout the
system, its consequences on system dynamics, and its loss are all discussed. Both observa-
tional and modeling advances since the last time this subject was covered in detail (Hultqvist
et al., Magnetospheric Plasma Sources and Losses, 1999) are addressed.
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1 Introduction
Earth, being our most extensively explored solar system body, has decades of work dedicated
to the sources, losses, and circulation of plasma within its magnetosphere. Indeed, a previous
International Space Science Institute review book has already been dedicated to this topic
(Hultqvist et al. 1999). This book painted a picture of the balance between ionospheric and
solar wind plasma at every major magnetospheric region, from the high latitude ionosphere
to the plasma sheet and inner magnetosphere. It is a comprehensive review of modeling and
observational work performed up to the point of its publication.
Over the past decade and a half since the book’s release, the community has continued to
make significant strides in understanding the near-Earth plasma environment (see Chappell
2015 for history and current status). This review summarizes these advances. It will begin by
focusing on recent advances in our knowledge of the entry mechanisms for each source. The
transport and acceleration of the relevant populations from source to key magnetospheric
regions will be reviewed, as well as the consequences each source has on magnetospheric
dynamics. The review will conclude with loss mechanisms for magnetospheric plasma, then
address the outstanding questions that remain in this broad subject area.
2 Sources
There are two important sources of plasma in Earth’s magnetosphere: the solar wind, which
provides almost exclusively hydrogen, and the Earth’s ionosphere, which is capable of deliv-
ering considerable amounts of hydrogen as well as heavy ions, such as helium and oxygen.
Other sources, important at other solar system bodies, are either not applicable (e.g., surface
sputtering) or contribute so little as to be considered negligible (e.g., plasma from natural
satellites). Here, we review progress in our understanding of the entry mechanisms for high
latitude ionospheric plasma, low latitude ionospheric plasma, and solar wind plasma.
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2.1 High Latitude Ionospheric Plasma
The variety of observed ion outflows in the high-latitude ionosphere may be grouped into
two categories: bulk ion flows with energies up to a few eV, in which all the ions acquire a
bulk flow velocity, and suprathermal ion outflows in which in general a fraction of the ions
are energized to much higher energies. The category of bulk ion flows includes the polar
wind and auroral bulk O+ up-flow from the topside auroral and polar-cap ionosphere. The
category of suprathermal ion outflows includes ion beams, ion conics, transversely acceler-
ated ions (TAI), and upwelling ions (UWI).
Observations of both thermal and superthermal ion outflows prior to the mid-1990 were
the subject of the comprehensive review of Moore et al. (1999) under the ISSI Study Project
on Source and Loss Processes. In this review, we shall focus on more recent outflow mea-
surements from satellites and ground radar. These measurements were, in general, acquired
in different phases in the 11-year solar cycle, and covered different ranges of both altitude
and ion energy. It is important to take into account the relative phase in the solar cycle and
the relative altitude and ion energy coverage between different measurements, as many ion
outflow characteristics exhibit significant long-term variations as well as variability on the
time scale of days within a solar rotation near solar maximum. For convenience in our dis-
cussions below, we will use the term “topside ionosphere” to refer to the altitude region
below 1000 km, including the F-region, and the terms “low-”, “mid-”, and “high-altitude”
to the regions between 1000–4000 km, between 4000–10,000 km, and above 10,000 km,
respectively.
At both auroral and polar cap latitudes, a plasma flux tube undergoes a circulation cycle
that begins with anti sunward flow and stretching in length, from ∼10 to ∼100 RE . This
occurs either as it disconnects from the conjugate hemisphere to connect into the solar wind
during part of the Dungey cycle or as moves with the viscous flow in the low-latitude bound-
ary layer. During the stretch part of the cycle, the ionospheric plasma can expand freely into
the upper reaches of the flux tube because of the negligible plasma pressure there. This re-
sults in the formation of the polar wind: the spatial separation between the heavier ions and
the electrons due to the Earth’s gravitation produces a polarization electric field that acts to
accelerate the ions in the upward direction. Additional acceleration mechanisms give rise to
the so-called “non-classical” polar wind (Schunk 2007).
Polar wind ion observations have been made on a number of polar-orbiting satellites, in-
cluding ISIS-2, DE-1, Akebono, and Polar; polar wind electron observations have also been
made on DE-1 and Akebono. These observations spanned different phases of Solar Cycle 20
to 23, and a wide range of altitudes from 1000 km to ∼50,500 km (8 RE) altitude (Yau et al.
2007). A composite picture of the polar wind emerges from these observations. The polar
wind is regularly observed at all local times and polar latitudes, and is composed primarily
of electrons and H+, He+ and O+ ions; the ion composition varies with the solar cycle, and
is dominated in density by O+ ions up to 4000–7000 km. The dayside and the nightside
velocity profiles are qualitatively similar for all three species, both having a monotonic in-
crease in velocity with altitude, a similar mass dependence of the magnitude of the velocity,
and the largest acceleration (increase of velocity with altitude) of the H+ velocity below
4000 km.
Near solar maximum on the dayside, the altitude at which the ion reaches 1 km/s is
near 2000 km for H+, but near 3000 and 6000 km for He+ and O+, respectively; for
all three species, the dayside velocity is significantly larger than on the nightside, being
about 12, 6, and 4 km/s for H+, He+ and O+ respectively, at 10,000 km, compared with
∼7,4, and 3 km/s, respectively, on the nightside (Abe et al. 1993b). This is suggestive of
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Fig. 1 Averaged H+ (left) and O+ (right) velocity observed on Akebono versus altitude for different solar
flux levels: SZA < 90◦ (top row) and SZA > 90◦ (bottom row). From Abe (2004)
possible enhancement in the ambipolar electric field amplitude or presence of additional ion
acceleration on the dayside due to escaping atmospheric photoelectrons (Tam et al. 2007).
The averaged O+ velocity begins to increase near 5000 km. This suggests that the O+ ions
above this altitude are predominantly upward; on the nightside, the averaged O+ velocity
starts to increase from zero at 7000 km. The magnitude of ion acceleration at a given alti-
tude is found to correlate strongly with the electron temperature (Abe et al. 1993a). The ion
velocity-to-electron temperature ratio also increases with altitude. This increase is consis-
tent with the cumulative increase in ion velocity due to acceleration via ambipolar electric
field along the field line. The variability (standard deviation) of the ion velocity is as much
as 50 % of the mean during active times (KP ≥ 3), and larger during quiet times (Kp ≤ 2).
The mean velocity appears only weakly dependent on Kp for all three species.
Figure 1 shows the averaged H+ and O+ polar wind velocity at different solar flux levels
(F10.7) as a function of altitude in the sunlit (SZA < 90◦) and shadow (non-sunlit; SZA >
90◦) regions, respectively. In the sunlit region, the H+ velocity increases with altitude at all
altitudes for all solar flux levels, except at low solar flux (F10.7 < 100), where it remains
almost constant above 4000 km. However, the velocity gradient in different altitude regions
varies with solar flux. At high solar flux (F10.7 > 180), the velocity increases continuously
from 1500 km to 8500 km. In comparison, at low solar flux, the velocity increase with
altitude is much larger below 3600 km and much smaller above 4000 km. As a result, the
averaged velocity is about 50–60 % larger at 4000 km and comparable at ∼7000 km. The
O+ velocity in the sunlit region remains below 1 km/s below 6000 km, but increases with
altitude above that height at high solar flux. A similar transition in the velocity is observed
at 4000 km at medium solar flux. At low solar flux, the velocity increases gradually with
altitude from 1500 to 7000 km, reaching 4 km/s at 5000 km. In other words, the altitudinal
gradients of both H+ and O+ velocity have very similar solar flux dependence and altitude
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Fig. 2 Occurrence histograms of observed (a) H+ and (b) O+ polar wind density (top) and parallel velocity
(bottom) on Polar at 50,500 km near solar minimum. From Su et al. (1998)
variations, namely, larger gradient below 5000 km and smaller gradient above 7000 km at
low solar flux than at high solar flux. This results in generally higher H+ and O+ velocities
below 7000 km and 8500 km, respectively, at low solar flux.
The observed ion outflow rate of H+ and O+ is also only weakly dependent on KP , the
O+ rate at 6000–9000 km altitude increasing by a factor of 1.7 as KP increases from 1 to 6
(Abe et al. 1996). The outflow rate of both species exhibits very similar IMF Bz dependence.
It increases with BZ under northward IMF conditions.
The magnetic local time (MLT) dependence of the polar wind ion flux strongly resembles
that of the observed ion velocity: the ion flux is largest in the noon quadrant and smallest in
the midnight quadrant. This is consistent with the larger ambipolar electric field in the sunlit
polar wind. The polar wind H+ flux (normalized to 2000 km altitude) in the noon quadrant
is in the range of 1–20 × 107 cm−2 s−1. The corresponding O+ flux is typically a factor of
1.5–2.0 smaller. The fluxes of the different polar wind ion species have markedly different
seasonal dependences in general. In the case of He+, the flux has a winter-to-summer ratio
of ∼20, which is attributed to the seasonal variations of neutral atmospheric helium and
molecular nitrogen and the corresponding helium photo-ionization rate and He+–N2 charge-
exchange rate.
As the polar wind ions flow upward on open magnetic field lines to higher altitudes and
undergo generally anti-sunward convection in the dayside cusp and the polar cap, they may
be subject to a number of “non-classical” polar wind ion acceleration mechanisms (Yau et al.
2007). An example is centrifugal acceleration in the parallel direction due to strong E × B
convection in regions of curved magnetic field at high altitudes above a few RE . The result
of this is that ions continue to increase in both drift speed and temperature. Figure 2 shows
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the occurrence distributions of the polar wind H+ and O+ ions near the apogee of the Polar
satellite at ∼50,050 km altitude, where the H+ density averages ∼0.3 cm−3 and the H+ par-
allel velocity averages 45 km/s near solar minimum (Su et al. 1998). The corresponding O+
density and velocity are about a factor of 6 and 2.7 smaller (i.e. ∼0.05 cm−3 and ∼17 km/s)
respectively.
The observed velocity ratio between ion species on both Akebono and Polar spacecraft
spans a wide range of values, and on average lies between unity and the inverse square
root mass ratio of the species, i.e. 1 < V‖,H+/V‖,O+ <
√
mO+/mH+ = 4. This suggests that
a number of processes of comparable energy gain may be contributing to the overall ion
acceleration. The temperature of polar wind ions is generally low. On Akebono, the temper-
ature was found to be in the range of 0.05–0.35 eV below 10,000 km (Drakou et al. 1997),
and the parallel-to-perpendicular temperature ratio was less than unity at 5000 km. At Polar
apogee (∼50,090 km), the averaged parallel H+ and O+ temperature is ∼1.7 and ∼7.5 eV,
respectively, and the parallel-to-perpendicular temperature ratio is ∼1.5 for H+ and ∼2.0
for O+ (Su et al. 1998).
Interspersed with bulk polar flows is bulk auroral flow. Ion upflows at velocities ex-
ceeding 1 km/s have been observed in the topside ionosphere in both the nightside auroral
zone and the dayside cleft on low-altitude polar-orbiting satellites, including the Dynamic
Explorer 2 (DE-2) (Heelis et al. 1984) and the Hilat satellites, and from ground radars, in-
cluding the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar and the European incoherent scatter radar
(EISCAT) and EISCAT Svalbard radar (ESR). The term “upflow” is used instead of “out-
flow” to emphasize the very low (and below escape) energy nature of the flow. The observed
ion upflow is highly variable in time and location, and generally confined to narrow latitude
regions. Large upward ion flows often occur in regions of large ion convection velocities,
and are dominated by O+ and at times enhanced in molecular NO+.
On DE-2 at 600–1000 km, the occurrence probability of upflow is generally larger than
that of downflow in the auroral zone but smaller in the polar cap on both the dayside and the
nightside. The peak probability spans the convection reversal on the dayside, and is more
extended in latitude and located at lower latitude on the nightside. The probability for flows
exceeding 100 m/s increases and moves equatorward with increasing KP , from about 0.25
near 78° invariant at KP ≤ 3− to about 0.35 near 70◦ at KP ≥ 6 on the dayside. In the polar
cap (>78◦ invariant), the probability of upflow is several times larger during northward IMF
than during southward IMF, and it is generally greater in the pre-noon sector than in the
pre-midnight sector.
The observed upflow by EISCAT generally falls into two types. Type-1 upflow is associ-
ated with strong electric fields in regions of downward field-aligned currents and very low
F-region electron densities adjacent to auroral arcs. It is characterized by ion temperature
enhancements and perpendicular ion temperature anisotropy (T⊥ > T‖). The latter is indica-
tive of frictional heating of ions drifting through neutrals and production of strong pressure
gradients, which push the ions upward. The type-2 upflow is typically observed above au-
roral arcs and is characterized by electron temperature enhancements, weak to moderate
electric fields, and a stronger ion flux. All of these features are indicative of auroral electron
precipitation and the resulting electron ionization occurs more frequently compared with
type-1 upflow.
On average over the solar cycle, the field-aligned upflow occurrence probability at
500 km altitude is higher on the dusk side than on the dawn side, and peaks at ∼23 %
in the pre-midnight sector. The upflow velocity increases monotonically with altitude start-
ing from about 300 km, to values exceeding 100 m/s at 500 km in the majority (∼55 %) of
cases (Foster et al. 1998). Roughly 50–60 % of the observed upflow events occurred during
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intervals of enhanced ion temperature. The observed dawn-dusk asymmetry and midnight-
sector peak is believed to reflect the combined effects of both MLT and latitudinal variations
of upflow at the location of the EISCAT radar at Tromsø, which at 66.2° invariant latitude,
lies within the nightside auroral oval and equatorward of the dayside oval.
In contrast, at the EISCAT Svalbard radar (ESR), which at 75.4° invariant lies within the
dayside oval and poleward of the nightside oval, the upflow on the dayside starts or reaches
an observable velocity at higher altitudes, and has a larger occurrence frequency than on the
nightside above 400 km (Liu et al. 2001), as well as a dawn-dusk asymmetry that increases
with altitude in favor of the dawn side over the dusk side. The starting altitude of ion upflow
increases with solar activity level, with approximately 25 % and 16 % of the dayside upflow
events below 400 km (55 % and 34 % below 450 km) altitude in period of low and high so-
lar activity (F10.7 < 140 and F10.7 > 140), respectively. The upflow occurrence frequency
at 500 km altitude increases with KP , and peaks around geomagnetic noon at ∼11–21 %,
where the averaged ion flux reaches 2 × 109 cm−2s−1 and is relatively independent of ge-
omagnetic activity level (KP ). During quiet and moderately active periods, the downflow
frequency peaks in the dawn sector (03–09 MLT) at ∼5–6 %. During disturbed periods,
the downflow frequency peaks in the noon sector (10–15 MLT), and the peak frequency of
∼25 % exceeds the upflow frequency, and is consistent with the ESR being equatorward of
most of the upflow events.
Approximately half of the dayside ion upflow events are accompanied by increases of
both ion and electron temperatures, compared with only 10–20 % of events at other local
times. About 20 % of the events are accompanied by electron temperature increases only,
regardless of local time, and another 5–10 % of noon-sector events and 20–25 % of morning-
sector events are accompanied by ion temperature increases. The remaining 15–40 % appear
unaccompanied by any appreciable ion or electron heating.
The occurrence probability and morphological characteristics of the ion upflows ob-
served at both EISCAT and ESR exhibit seasonal as well as diurnal and solar cycle vari-
ations (Foster et al. 1998). Above 300 km altitude at EISCAT, the occurrence frequency
of upflow is greater during the winter months. Compared with the quieter phase of the so-
lar cycle, the upflow during the active phase of the cycle has a larger ion flux, a smaller
ion velocity, and its occurrence frequency has a more pronounced nightside maximum (Liu
et al. 2001). The predominance of larger-flux events at solar maximum may be attributed
to the higher prevailing ambient plasma density, and the smaller velocities in these events
to a smaller per-capita amount of free energy available for acceleration and/or a larger en-
ergy loss to ion-neutral collisions. Compared with quiet times, the occurrence frequency of
ion upflow is significantly larger at all altitudes during disturbed times (KP ≥ 4) (Liu et al.
2001). Furthermore, the starting altitude of upflow is lower (200–250 km), and the increase
of occurrence frequency with geomagnetic activity is much more pronounced on the dawn
side than on the dusk side, resulting in a higher frequency on the dawn side. The increase in
frequency with altitude is also stronger.
The observed magnetic activity dependence of ion upflow is consistent with ion acceler-
ation in the F-region and the topside ionosphere receiving important contributions from both
E × B-driven ion frictional heating and precipitating soft electron-driven electron heating.
The effect of ion frictional heating is expected to increase with KP and to be stronger on the
dusk side and in the winter: this explains the higher occurrence frequency on the dusk side
at EISCAT’s latitude, and the increase in occurrence frequency with geomagnetic activity at
both ESR and EISCAT. The effect of soft electron precipitation is expected to be stronger
during disturbed times, particularly in the dusk quadrant, and to play a more dominant role
on the dayside where the precipitating electrons tend to be softer: this explains the higher
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Fig. 3 (a) 12- (black) and 3-month (grey) averages of occurrence frequency of night side (19–05 MLT) ion
up-flow at EISCAT starting between 200–550 km from 1984 to 2008; 3-month averages of (b) field-aligned
ion velocity and (c) ion flux at 400 km over all up-flow events (red) and data samples (blue) From Ogawa
et al. (2010)
dayside occurrence frequency at ESR compared with EISCAT at both quiet and disturbed
times, and the higher frequency on the dawn side during disturbed times. It also suggests
that soft electron-driven electron heating may be more efficient than convection-driven ion
heating in driving ion upflow.
The long time coverage of the EISCAT data set makes it extremely valuable for studying
the influence of solar activity on ion upflows. Figure 3 shows (a) the 12- (black) and 3-
month (grey) averages of the observed occurrence frequency of nightside (19–05 MLT)
between 200 and 550 km, and (b) the field-aligned ion velocity and (c) ion flux at 400 km at
low (F10.7 < 140) and high (F10.7 > 140) solar flux, respectively, from 1984 to 2008. On
average, the upward ion velocity in upflow events was a factor of 2 higher at low solar flux
than at high solar flux (F10.7 > 140), when the upward ion flux was a factor of 4 higher.
The larger flux at high solar flux (i.e. near solar maximum) is attributed to the stronger solar
EUV flux and resulting ionization in the F-region, and the smaller velocity to the higher
ion-neutral collision frequency due in turn to the higher exospheric temperature and neutral
density in the thermosphere.
Ogawa et al. (2009) found the ion upflow occurrence frequency to increase with both
solar wind density (above 30 cm−3) and solar wind velocity (up to 700 km/s), and to peak
in value inside the cusp, while the upward ion flux increases with solar wind density and
decreases with solar wind velocity. Both IMF BY and BZ are found to affect the upflow
occurrence frequency, which increases with increasing magnitude of BY and peaks at BZ
∼−5 nT. The apparent movement of the dayside ion upflow region may be understood
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in terms of the influence of solar wind velocity and density and the IMF BY and BZ on the
shape, size and location of the upflow region, since the location of the dayside cusp is known
to move equatorward with decreasing IMF BZ or increasing solar wind dynamic pressure.
Ogawa et al. (2010) found the average starting altitude of ion up-flow to track the mea-
sured electron density peak and to be typically 100–150 km higher than the latter. The
distribution of starting altitude is quite different at low and high solar flux, respectively.
At low solar flux, the distribution exhibits a broad peak starting at ∼300 km; peaking near
450 km and extending to ∼520 km. At high solar flux, the distribution shifted to higher
altitude, starting near ∼350 km; peaking more sharply near 450 km and extending to at least
540 km. The variation of the starting height with solar activity level can be attributed to the
increased atmospheric density and ion-neutral collision frequency at a given altitude near
solar maximum: the solar minimum neutral atomic oxygen density at the starting height
of 300 km is ∼3 × 108 cm−3, compared with the corresponding (solar maximum) density
value of ∼3.3 × 108 cm−3 at the (increased, solar-maximum) starting height of ∼450 km.
This implies that the atmospheric density and ion-neutral collision frequency at the starting
upflow altitude are comparable at solar minimum and maximum, respectively.
The DE-2 and the EISCAT/ESR radar observations demonstrate that both soft electron-
driven electron heating and convection-driven ion heating play a significant role in auroral
ion upflow production. Frictional heating of O+ ions enhances the ion temperature in the
F-region and increases the pre-existing parallel pressure gradient, and the ions respond by
flowing to higher altitudes to attain a new equilibrium scale height distribution. Although
the increase of the scale height is a transient feature, the upflow can remain if new plasma is
horizontally convected into the heating region. Likewise, soft precipitating electrons deposit
their energy in the F-region via electron impact ionization of the neutrals and collisional
energy transfer with the neutrals, and thereby increase the average thermal electron energy
(i.e. electron temperature) and enhance the ambipolar electric field.
The category of suprathermal ion outflows includes ion beams, ion conics, transversely
accelerated ions (TAI), and upwelling ions (UWI). The occurrence and morphological char-
acteristics of ion beams and conics in the different altitude regions were the subject of a num-
ber of statistical studies using S3-3, DE-1, Viking, Akebono, Freja, Fast and Polar satellite
data, including several prior to 1997, which were reviewed in detail by Yau et al. (1997).
Ion beams are upflowing ions (UFI) that have a peak flux along the upward magnetic
field direction. They are generally observed above 5000 km altitude, but are occasionally
present down to about 2000 km during active aurora. The occurrence probability of both
H+ and O+ ion beams increases with altitude at both quiet and active times. The increase is
most prominent for the lower-energy (<1 keV) ions.
In contrast, ion conics have a peak flux at an angle to the upward magnetic field direction,
and are observed down to sounding rocket altitudes (1000 km or below; Yau et al. 1983), and
up to several Earth radii and beyond (Hultqvist 1983; Bouhram et al. 2004). At high altitude
(above ∼10,000 km), the occurrence probability of low-energy conics (<1 keV) decreases
with increasing altitude. The motion of an ion conic is typically non-adiabatic as it evolves
along the field line.
Transversely accelerated ions (TAI) have peak pitch angles at or close to 90◦, and may
be regarded as a special case of ion conics. They are regularly present down to about
3000 km (Whalen et al. 1991) on the dayside, and down to 1400–1700 km (Klumpar 1979;
André et al. 1998) and to the active-time topside ionosphere above 400 km (Yau et al. 1983;
Arnoldy et al. 1992) on the nightside.
Upwelling ions are observed exclusively in the morning sector of the auroral oval and
the lower latitudes of the polar cap, and display the effects of both parallel (upward) and
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perpendicular energization to energies from one to tens of eV (Pollock et al. 1990). They are
the most persistent suprathermal ion outflow feature in the cleft region, and are dominated
by O+ ions. Compared with ion conics with the same perpendicular energy, upwelling ions
are more upward moving (have higher upward mean velocity). They often appear as field-
aligned ion flows at other local times at higher altitudes in the presence of anti-sunward
convection, hence the term “cleft ion fountain”.
Both ion beams and ion conics are a common phenomenon, with occurrence frequencies
sometimes higher than 50 % above 1 RE altitude, and are dominated by H+ and O+ ions in
the 10 eV to a few keV range. UFI’s of a few tens of keV energy also occur occasionally.
Distributions of UFI may evolve in different ways as they move upward. Ion conics often
do not start as TAI distributions heated within a narrow altitude range and then move adi-
abatically up the geomagnetic field. Statistically (Miyake et al. 1993, 1996; Peterson et al.
1995), the energy of dayside ion conics increases with altitude, from ∼10 eV near 2000 km
to ≤100 eV near 9000 km. The cone (apex) angle of ion conics decreases with altitude much
more slowly than expected from adiabatic motion. In the so-called “restricted” ion conics,
the ion distribution has a well-defined cone angle. However, in the so-called “extended” or
“bimodal” conics (Klumpar et al. 1984), the cone angle increases with energy and the lower
energy ions have a significant flux along the field line.
The occurrence probability of both H+ and O+ upflowing ions is fairly independent
of magnetic activity (KP index). However, the intensity distribution of O+ UFI exhibits
a marked dependence on magnetic activity that is absent in H+. On DE-1 (Yau et al. 1984),
the occurrence probability of intense (>107 cm−2 s−1 sr−1) lower-energy (<1 keV) O+ at
active times (KP ≥ 4−) is a factor of 3 higher than at quiet times. A similar but smaller in-
crease is also apparent in the occurrence probability of intense (>106 cm−2 s−1 sr−1) higher-
energy (>1 keV) ions. In contrast, the intensity distribution for H+ remains fairly unchanged
with KP .
The observed O+ UFI distributions exhibit significant seasonal and long-term variations,
which are attributed to changes in the incident solar EUV flux on the atmosphere in differ-
ent seasons of the year and at different phases of the 11-year solar cycle. The corresponding
variations in the H+ UFI distributions are much smaller. On DE-1, the probability of the
O+ UFI decreased by about a factor of 2 from near solar maximum in 1981 to the declining
phase in 1984. The decrease in probability of intense UFI fluxes was even larger, by about
a factor of 3–4. In contrast, there was no discernible change in the H+ occurrence proba-
bility during the same period. Throughout the period, the occurrence probability of O+ UFI
was significantly higher in the summer than in the winter, the frequency of intense events
being about a factor of 2 larger. The increase in occurrence probability, intensity, and conic
abundance of O+ UFI in periods of increased solar activity results in a large increase in the
overall ion outflow rate.
Peterson et al. (2008) recast the observed ion outflow flux and energy distributions near
Polar perigee in dynamic boundary-related coordinates. It was found that for all three ion
species (H+, O+ and He+), only a very small fraction (∼2–3 %) of the observed energetic
UFI was in the polar cap. However, their presence confirms that not only are energetic ions
being transported by prevailing convection electric fields to the high-altitude polar cap, but
they are also produced by ion acceleration events in the polar cap ionosphere. In the auroral
zone, the flux in the midnight quadrant dominated, and consisted of ∼50 % of the total H+
and He+ flux and ∼30 % of the O+ flux, compared with ∼37 % of O+ flux in the noon
quadrant where most of the flux was on cusp field lines (e.g. Zheng et al. 2005).
Figure 4 shows the net ion outflow rates of both H+ and O+, obtained by integrating
the DE-1 ion flux measurements over all magnetic local times and all invariant latitudes
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Fig. 4 H+ and O+ ion outflow
rates at 0.01–17 keV observed at
16,000–24,000 km on DE-1,
integrated over all MLT above
56◦ invariant latitude in both
hemispheres as a function of KP ,
for different ranges of F10.7.
From Yau et al. (1988)
Fig. 5 H+ and O+ ion outflow
rates near solar minimum as a
function of KP . Squares indicate
low-energy rates on Akebono
below 9000 km; triangles show
suprathermal energy rates on
DE-1 above 16,000 km;
diamonds show suprathermal
energy rates on POLAR below
9000 km. From Cully et al.
(2003a)
above 56°, as a function of the magnetic KP index for three F10.7 ranges (Yau et al. 1988).
The O+ rate increased exponentially with KP , by a factor of 20 from KP = 0 to 6, and
exceeded 3 × 1026 ions s−1 at times of high solar and magnetic activity. The rate at low
solar activity was about a factor of 4 smaller than that at high activity. In contrast, the H+
rate was very similar across each of the three F10.7 ranges. In all three F10.7 ranges, the
dependence of the O+ rate on KP was similar. In comparison, the H+ rate increased with
KP more moderately, by a factor of 4 from KP = 0 to 6.
Figure 5 compares the observed low-energy ion outflow rates observed on Akebono be-
low 9000 km near solar minimum with the corresponding suprathermal energy rates on
Polar at the same altitudes (15 eV–16 keV) and on DE-1 above 16,000 km (10 eV–16 keV),
respectively. The rate of low-energy H+ on Akebono is comparable with the suprathermal
energy rate on DE-1 and a factor of 4-10 higher than the suprathermal energy rate on Polar.
This indicates that significant acceleration of H+ occurs above 9000 km in the high-latitude
ionosphere. In contrast, the rate of low-energy O+ below 9000 km is less than the corre-
sponding suprathermal rate above this altitude, which is in turn less than the corresponding
suprathermal rate above 16,000 km. This means that a significant fraction of O+ is accel-
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erated below 9,000 km, and that the acceleration continues between 9,000 and 16,000 km.
In other words, a significant fraction of low-energy ions at low altitudes in the high-latitude
ionosphere, including polar wind ions and auroral ion upflows, are accelerated to suprather-
mal energies at higher altitudes, where they lose their identity as thermal-energy ions. Thus,
it is important to consider both thermal and suprathermal ion outflow in the high- latitude
ionosphere as an integrated entity.
Additional suprathermal outflow arises from polar cap arcs of energetic electron precipi-
tation. The difference with the auroral zone comes from the source region: the auroral zone
is magnetically connected to the plasmasheet, while the polar cap is connected to the lobes.
Therefore, the polar activity is expected to be closely related to the dynamics of distant
magnetospheric regions or to the interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere,
which vary between the different planets. For the Earth, the knowledge of polar cap arcs
and of their plasma environment has benefited from flybys over the polar caps at different
altitudes by numerous satellites with optical and in-situ instruments.
Polar cap arcs dominantly appear when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is di-
rected northward and during quiet geomagnetic conditions in the magnetosphere. A large
variety of shapes, widths, lengths, and motions are reported from ground-based instru-
ments and low-altitude satellites, which possibly suggests different driving mechanisms
and different source regions for the electrons. Most studies focus on electrodynamics
and in relation to the large-scale convection pattern (see reviews by Zhu et al. 1997;
Kullen 2002). It is not yet fully understood whether polar cap arcs occur on open or closed
field lines, and thus whether the source region is related to a highly distorted plasmasheet
or to the magnetopause and boundary layers (Carlson 2005; Frey 2007). Recent work (Fear
et al. 2014) connects arcs as observed by the IMAGE satellite with plasma observations
from the Cluster constellation that are characteristic of popluations trapped on closed field
lines. This supports the hypothesis that arcs occur on closed field lines.
Outflowing H+ beams of polar arc source were first detected at low-altitude above
the polar cap with characteristics significantly different from both the polar wind (Shel-
ley et al. 1982) and from ionospheric ions escaping from the cusp/cleft ion fountain.
Since this early detection, very few references exist in the literature about outflowing
ions related to polar cap arcs before the Cluster observations. During periods of north-
ward or weak IMF, Cluster flybys over the polar cap at relatively high altitudes (between
4 and 8 RE) revealed that accelerated electron beams precipitating into the polar iono-
sphere were systematically accompanied by outflowing ion beams with a typical shape
of inverted V (Nilsson et al. 2006). These observations are also correlated with the pres-
ence of convergent electric fields perpendicular to the magnetic field. As in the auroral
zone, these characteristics are interpreted as the effect of a U-shape potential structure be-
low the spacecraft, which accelerates ionospheric ions upwards. The simultaneous accel-
eration of the precipitating electron beams demonstrates that the potential structure must
extend to altitudes higher than the spacecraft, whereas the acceleration region is assumed
to be confined at the topside of the ionosphere in the auroral zone (Maggiolo et al. 2006;
Teste et al. 2007). A case study with a good conjunction between Cluster observations of
precipitating electrons and ion outflows at high altitude, and optical observations of an arc
by the TIMED spacecraft, confirmed the relationship between polar cap arcs and accelerated
ion outflows with typical shape of inverted “V”s (Maggiolo et al. 2012). A statistical study
of ion outflows showed that they form elongated and sun-aligned structures with widths typ-
ically of the order of 30 km mapped to the ionospheric level. Their temperature is of the
order of tens of eVs and they are accelerated to average energies of about 400–500 eV, with
highest values up to 1–2 keV (Maggiolo et al. 2011). Periods of northward or weak IMF
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are not favorable for low-latitude reconnection processes at the magnetopause. During this
period, substorm activity was limited and the auroral and geomagnetic activity in the mag-
netosphere was quite weak. The only signs of activity in the magnetosphere occurred in the
polar cap with the presence of polar arcs. The associated outflowing ion beams represent a
plasma source for the magnetosphere in such conditions of weak to northward IMF.
In addition, Teste et al. (2010) showed that these polar cap arc structures were surrounded
by upwelling electron beams, accelerated from the ionosphere to low energies typically less
than 100 eV. The return downward current carried by these outflowing electron beams was
estimated and found to be comparable with the adjacent upward current carried by pre-
cipitating particles. This suggests that both upward and downward currents are part of the
same current circuit closing through the ionosphere. Finally, during northward IMF periods,
the polar cap exhibits successive sheets of outflowing ionospheric ions and electrons, the
outflowing ion beams being associated with electron precipitations. These observations re-
inforce the role of the polar ionosphere as an alternative plasma (ions and electrons) source
for the magnetosphere during periods of Northward IMF.
2.2 Low Latitude Ionospheric Plasma
At sub-auroral latitudes, ionospheric outflow slowly saturates closed flux tubes to create the
plasmasphere. The plasmasphere is the torus of cold and dense plasma, which encircles the
Earth at geomagnetic latitudes less than about 65°, occupying the inner magnetosphere out
to a boundary known as the plasmapause (Carpenter 1962; Lemaire and Gringauz 1998;
Kotova 2007). There, the density can drop by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude; the boundary
is observed to be much more diffuse during prolonged quiet periods. The plasmasphere
comprises the corotating region of the magnetosphere and is magnetically coupled to the
ionosphere. Magnetic field lines are closed and approximately dipolar, permitting filling of
the plasmasphere by plasma escaping from the Earth’s ionosphere.
During quiet times the ionospheric plasma at mid-latitudes can expand upward along the
magnetic field lines and fill them until the plasma gas pressure is equalized along the entire
field line. In establishing the equilibrium between the plasmasphere and the ionosphere,
plasma flows both to and from the plasmasphere. A net flow into the plasmasphere is often
called “refilling” (Park 1970; Banks et al. 1971; Kotova 2007).
Early models of ionospheric plasma escape (Banks and Holzer 1969; Lemaire and
Scherer 1970) predicted that the light ions H+ and He+ should flow out into the magne-
tosphere, while the heavy ions should remain gravitationally bound in the ionosphere and
provide much smaller upwelling fluxes. H+ is thus the principal plasmaspheric ion, while
He+ is the second most abundant species in the plasmasphere, accounting for approximately
5–10 % of the plasmasphere plasma. The ratio between He+ and H+ changes with geo-
magnetic activity, ranging from 3 % to about 50 % (Darrouzet et al. 2009, and references
therein).
Heavy ion content in the plasmasphere is generally very low. Grew et al. (2007), by com-
bining all measurements on a field line at L = 2.5, were able to solve simultaneous equations
for the abundances of H+, He+ and heavier ions (taken to be O+). For the H+ : He+ : O+
ratio they found ∼82 : 15 : 3 by number (∼3 % O+). An interesting deviation from this norm
occurred just outside the plasmasphere, when the inferred O+ proportion reached ∼60 %.
Dandouras et al. (2005) analysed ion composition measurements from the CIS experiment
onboard the Cluster spacecraft (Rème et al. 2001) in the outer plasmasphere, at L ∼ 4, and
observed a quasi-absence of O+ ions (O+ less than 4 % by number). However, outside the
main plasmasphere, a few low-energy O+ observations occurred within detached plasma
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Fig. 6 Plasmasphere image
obtained by the Extreme
Ultraviolet Imager (EUV)
onboard the IMAGE spacecraft,
during a magnetic storm. From
Sandel et al. (2003)
events, originating from deeper in the plasmasphere and having an outward expansion ve-
locity towards higher L-shells. Chappell (1982) and Roberts et al. (1987), using the retarding
potential ion mass spectrometer on board the Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite, also reported
heavy ion observations in the region of the plasmasphere just inside the plasmapause. These
observations allowed the separation of O+, O++, N+ and N++ ions, all of which were ob-
served in the plasmasphere.
The He+ outside Earth’s shadow resonantly scatters the solar 30.4 nm radiation, so that
the plasmasphere glows (Fig. 6). The plasmaspheric He+ emission is optically thin, therefore
the integrated column density of He+ along the line of sight through the plasmasphere is
directly proportional to the intensity of the emission. The Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUV)
onboard the IMAGE spacecraft allows for the study of the distribution of cold plasma in
Earth’s plasmasphere via imaging of the distribution of the He+ ion through its emission at
30.4 nm (Sandel et al. 2000, 2003).
2.3 Solar Wind Plasma
Solar wind entry to the magnetosphere, due to magnetic reconnection with a southward
oriented interplanetary magnetic field and the consequent occurrence of a solar wind driven
convection cycle, was first proposed by Dungey (1961). The general concept is now widely
accepted, but work is ongoing to develop a detailed understanding of when, where and how
magnetopause reconnection proceeds. The recent reviews of Fuselier and Lewis (2011) and
Paschmann et al. (2013) summarize our current understanding of this complex phenomena.
Reconnection at the magnetopause current sheet is a rather asymmetric situation, with
the magnetic field strengths and orientations, as well as plasma properties differing on either
side of the current sheet. As discussed in Hultqvist et al. (1999), early work (Sonnerup 1980)
suggested that the magnetic fields either side of the current sheet should have equal compo-
nents parallel to the reconnection line and that strongest rates of reconnection would occur
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Fig. 7 This figure shows a projection of the magnetopause as seen from the Sun, in GSM coordinates,
The colour represents the magnetic shear between draped magnetosheath magnetic field and magnetosphere
boundary layer magnetic field, for southward interplanetary magnetic fields having significant dusk/dawn
components. The white region superimposed on red shows where antiparallel reconnection would be
favoured, while the remaining white line shows the locations where component reconnection as formulated in
Moore (2002) is favoured. The black trace shows the locus of maximum magnetic shear, in the Trattner et al.
(2007b) model which includes a treatment of dipole tilt, unlike Moore (2002), and thus shows a correspond-
ing seasonal difference between the left and right hand plots (for northen hemisphere summer and winter
respectively). The black boxes show inferred locations of reconnection, determined by analysis of dispersed
ion signatures observed in the cusp regions with the Polar spacecraft. Adapted from Trattner et al. (2007a)
for anti-parallel fields. Cowley (1976) argued that the reconnection line forms in an orienta-
tion perpendicular to a line along which the magnetic fields, either side of the magnetopause
current sheet, have opposite components (those being the “reconnecting components”) with
arbitrary components parallel to the line. This idea was developed by Cowley and Owen
(1989) and, using more realistic magnetic field models, by Cooling et al. (2001) who ex-
plored the motion of newly reconnected flux across the magnetopause, and Moore (2002)
who focused only on where reconnection is expected to occur. Cooling et al. (2001) intro-
duced an assumption that reconnection can only proceed when the mean current density in
the sheet exceeds a minimum level, or equivalently that the magnitude of the difference be-
tween the reconnecting magnetic field components exceeds a threshold. A given threshold
can be exceeded at smaller shear angles where there are stronger magnetic fields, so we
may expect reconnection at lower shear angles near the sub-solar magnetopause. At other
locations with weaker reconnecting component fields, higher shear angles are needed, and
in some locations the threshold may not met for any shear angle. Moore (2002) required that
the reconnecting magnetic field components were equal and opposite. Trattner et al. (2007b)
built on this earlier work by combining a magnetospheric magnetic field model with dipole
tilt (Tsyganenko 1995) and a model of the draped magnetosheath magnetic field (Cooling
et al. 2001) in order to determine both the magnetic shear and the locations most favourable
for component reconnection at all points on the magnetopause for given solar wind condi-
tions. Figure 7 illustrates typical predictions of the model showing, for southward IMF with
a dominant dawn-dusk component, that the expected outcome is a component reconnection
line in the subsolar regions that joins anti-parallel reconnection lines in the flank regions.
Trattner et al. (2007b, 2007a) used POLAR Toroidal Imaging Mass-Angle Spectrograph
(TIMAS) observations of ion velocity dispersion observed in the high latitude magnetic cusp
regions to infer the lower latitude locations of reconnection X-line from which the ions had
travelled. This was done for a range of IMF conditions, and the results were compared with
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the predictions of anti-parallel and component reconnection models. It was concluded that
both reconnection scenarios appear to occur, depending on IMF conditions. Furthermore,
it was shown that the reconnection line occurs where the magnetic shear angle maximizes,
giving reconnection X-line locations which may differ from the predictions of Moore (2002)
due to seasonal non-zero dipole tilt (as illustrated in Fig. 7) and IMF BX effects.
The “maximum magnetic shear” model has been tested (Trattner et al. 2012) by compar-
ing the locations of 7 active low latitude reconnection lines directly observed by THEMIS
spacecraft, with locations predicted by the model under the corresponding interplanetary
magnetic field conditions. The study assumed that flow reversals are the signature of the
spacecraft crossing an active reconnection line, rather than the signature of multiple recon-
nection lines. The model was shown to be very effective when IMF BY dominated. However,
when the dominant IMF direction was southward or in the BX direction, the model was less
effective.
The Cluster spacecraft have crossed the dayside magnetopause across all latitudes, dur-
ing more than a decade of operations, and provided observations which can be used to test
the predictions of the maximum magnetic shear model. Fuselier et al. (2011) were able to
identify 15 cases with clock angles between 105° and 228° (southward BZ and varying BY
components) where the antiparallel reconnection X-lines were predicted to lie polewards of
the spacecraft and the component reconnection X-lines would lie equatorwards of the space-
craft. Careful analysis of spacecraft observations of ion and electron populations identified
as being on newly reconnected field lines revealed whether the reconnection X-line in fact
lay polewards or equatorwards of the spacecraft in each case. It was found that the obser-
vations were consistent with model predictions in 13 of the cases, while in the other two
cases the observed flow direction in the magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) differed
from the direction in the magnetospheric low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) preventing
determination of the direction to the reconnection line. Counter-streaming electrons in the
magnetosheath boundary layer were observed during 6 events. These were interpreted as
indications of multiple reconnection, occurring perhaps initially at the equatorwards com-
ponent reconnection line and later at an antiparallel reconnection line poleward of the space-
craft; this situation is not predicted by the maximum magnetic shear model.
Under northward interplanetary magnetic field conditions, as Dungey (1961) noted, mag-
netic reconnection may occur at high latitudes, poleward of the magnetospheric cusp, be-
tween magnetosheath and magnetotail lobe magnetic fields. Ongoing reconnection at a high-
latitude site does not create or destroy closed magnetic flux, and thus does not provide an
entry route for plasma into the magnetosphere. However, if the interplanetary magnetic field
was to undergo reconnection with both the north and south magnetotail lobes, it could,
in principle, form a newly closed dayside magnetic field line, containing trapped magne-
tosheath plasma. The idea that this process might occur under conditions of strongly north-
ward IMF, and the suggestion that it could play a role in the formation of a low latitude
boundary layer, was proposed by Song and Russell (1992) as a contribution to understand-
ing why a well-defined structured LLBL occurs under strongly northward IMF.
A study by Twitty (2004) examined 3 years of Cluster high latitude magnetopause cross-
ings tailward of the cusp, during intervals of relatively stable IMF, for evidence of reconnec-
tion associated plasma flows. Reversed energy-latitude ion dispersion signatures were used
to confirm the interpretation that the observed plasma flows are signatures of reconnection.
The survey showed that such flows were seen during ∼90 % of the intervals when the IMF
had a northward component, and almost never when the IMF had a southward component.
The observations are predominantly from the northern hemisphere, and do not discriminate
between single and dual-lobe reconnection.
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Direct evidence of dual lobe reconnection has been sought by examining the properties
of suprathermal electrons in the high latitude magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) un-
der northward IMF conditions. Magnetosheath electrons flowing along the magnetic field
towards a reconnection site are cooler than magnetosheath plasma returning from the recon-
nection site, as those electrons have been heated while crossing the magnetopause, reflecting
at the ionosphere and heated again when recrossing the magnetopause to return to the mag-
netosheath boundary layer (Fuselier et al. 1997). A case study by Onsager et al. (2001)
of a high latitude magnetopause crossing by the Polar spacecraft found evidence of open
field lines connected to the northern hemisphere and others connected to the southern hemi-
sphere. Bi-directional heated electrons in the MSBL were interpreted as evidence of high
latitude reconnection in both hemispheres. The study also suggested that reconnection was
occurring over a broad local time extent.
Statistical studies, which applied this technique to Cluster high latitude magnetopause
crossing data, showed that the geomagnetic dipole tilt is the main influence on which hemi-
sphere is more likely to show lobe reconnection, with the IMF tilt angle being less significant
(Lavraud 2005; Lavraud et al. 2006). Observations of bi-directional heated MSBL electrons
interpreted as evidence for dual-lobe reconnection were quite common and were shown to
occur not only for strictly northward IMF, but across a range of clock angles smaller than
60°, in a sample of 56 magnetopause crossings.
Further work has demonstrated that the dual-lobe reconnection process must usually oc-
cur in two steps, which are separated in time. This interpretation reconciles contradictions
between models proposed based on observations of bi-directional MSBL heated magne-
tosheath electron populations at high latitudes, which suggested that they should also be
seen at low latitudes in the MSBL, with observations at lower latitudes in which heated
MSBL electrons are typically uni-directional and bi-directional electrons are only seen in-
side the magnetopause current layer in the LLBL, as well as corresponding issues regarding
observations of low latitude O+ ions (Fuselier et al. 1995). Fuselier et al. (2012) revis-
ited Cluster magnetopause observations, and analysed a large dataset covering 2001–2009,
which included the high latitude crossings studied by Lavraud et al. (2006) and newer low
latitude observations which became available due to the evolving orbit of Cluster. This statis-
tical study confirmed the findings of Lavraud (2005) at high latitudes, while also confirming
earlier works showing that the majority of low latitude events show uni-directional heated
electrons in the MSBL. Figure 8 illustrates a way to reconcile these observations, in which
time elapses between reconnections in the two hemispheres, during which the reconnected
field line evolves and convects tailwards before the second reconnection occurs. As Fuselier
et al. (2012) point out, since their study was confined to regions within 4 hours magnetic
local time of noon, further work is needed to determine how far tailwards the reconnected
field line typically convects before a second reconnection occurs.
In companion papers, Øieroset (2005) and Li (2005) presented complementary studies
that indicate that magnetosheath plasma trapped by dual lobe reconnection might ultimately
contribute to the formation of a cold dense magnetotail plasmasheet. A case study used
Cluster observations to demonstrate the existence of a cold dense magnetotail plasmasheet
(Øieroset et al. 2005) in association with a long duration interval of northward IMF. Low
altitude observations from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft
demonstrated that the cold, dense plasmasheet was present across the span of the magneto-
tail from dawn to dusk, not only at the Cluster location. Furthermore, cusp ion dispersion
signatures characteristic of high latitude lobe reconnection, poleward of the cusp, were ob-
served by the low altitude FAST spacecraft, confirming lobe reconnection in at least one
hemisphere. An MHD global magnetosphere simulation study (Li 2005) illustrated how
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Fig. 8 The interpretation proposed by Fuselier et al. (2012) to explain magnetosheath boundary layer elec-
tron signatures at low and high latitudes under northward IMF conditions. A magnetosheath magnetic field
line reconnects (in this sketch) poleward of the southern hemisphere cusp, and begins to contract to re-
duce curvature under the tension force. The part of the field line near the subsolar magnetopause meanwhile
convects tailwards; the part of the field line outside the magnetopause carries uni-directional heated magne-
tosheath electrons travelling northwards. Only after enough time has elapsed for the magnetopause crossing
point of the field line to reach quite high latitudes does the field line re-reconnect poleward of the north-
ern hemisphere cusp, producing bidirectional heated magnetosheath electrons in a relatively localized high
latitude magnetosheath boundary layer region
dual lobe reconnection might capture magnetosheath plasma and how this plasma may be
transported to the magnetotail to be observed by Cluster, in a process similar to that envis-
aged by Song and Russell (1992).
Solar wind entry on the flanks of the magnetopause has been proposed to occur in the
special context of rolled up Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices. This is of particular interest under
northward IMF conditions, where it competes with the dual-lobe reconnection entry pic-
ture and the diffusive entry picture, as an explanation for the formation for the low latitude
boundary layer and possibly the cold dense magnetotail plasmasheet, as described for ex-
ample in Hultqvist et al. (1999).
Kelvin–Helmholtz waves on the magnetopause boundary have been recognised for many
years (e.g., Otto and Fairfield 2000), and clearly represent a way to transfer energy and
momentum from the magnetosheath flow to the magnetospheric boundary layer. The Clus-
ter multi-spacecraft mission has enabled their properties to be measured more completely
than by earlier missions. Owen et al. (2004) reported Cluster observations consistent with
Kelvin–Helmholtz waves on the dawn flank magnetopause, during northward IMF, provid-
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ing information on wavelength and propagation direction and noting a steepened leading
(tailward) edge. This observation was consistent with predictions by Miura (1990) helping
to resolve conflicting conclusions of earlier observational studies using one or two space-
craft datasets. Further studies of the conditions for formation of, and the development of
magnetopause Kelvin–Helmholtz waves include Foullon et al. (2008) and Hwang et al.
(2011, 2012) which demonstrate that, given suitable IMF conditions, such waves can grow
at high latitudes under strong dawnward IMF, and under southern IMF, as well as the more
commonly expected low latitude regions under northern IMF.
Hasegawa et al. (2004) examined a dusk flank magnetopause crossing and used multi-
point Cluster data to identify specific plasma and magnetic signatures associated with
Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices. They further argued that simultaneous observations of plasma
at solar wind and magnetospheric energies, on the magnetosphere side of the magnetopause
implied that plasma transport had occurred within the vortices, though they were unable to
firmly identify the mechanism. Further work to confirm the result and to identify more ex-
amples of Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices followed, including studies by Hasegawa et al. (2006),
which set out criteria with which to identify such vortices in single spacecraft datasets. The
statistics of Hasegawa et al. (2006) and Taylor et al. (2012) show observations usually at
low latitudes, and not only tailward but also sunward of the terminator (suggesting that at
least sometimes they may develop very rapidly). Events have also been reported on the dusk
flank during sourthward IMF conditions (Yan et al. 2014), as previously predicted.
It has been suggested for some time that these magnetopause disturbances are signifi-
cantly contributing to solar wind plasma entry into the magnetosphere. The entangling of
magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic field lines does not of itself enable plasma
entry; it is necessary to also invoke a process such as magnetic reconnection or a cross-
magnetic field diffusion process within the vortices. Nykyri et al. (2006) presented Cluster
observations of reconnection inside Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices, but acknowledged that it
was not clear that these reconnection events contributed to significant plasma transport into
the magnetosphere.
Hasegawa et al. (2009) used simultaneous observations of the equatorial magnetopause
about 15:00 MLT by Geotail and downstream about 19:00 MLT by Cluster to examine the
formation of the LLBL during a prolonged interval of northward IMF. The Geotail observa-
tions show a LLBL for which high latitude reconnection was found to be the most plausible
explanation. Cluster observes rolled up vortices and evidence is presented indicating that
local reconnection at the edge of a rolled up vortex is seen by one of the spacecraft. How-
ever, it is suggested that this is a small scale event (other Cluster spacecraft did not see it)
and in the absence of evidence for reconnection seen in relation to other vortices, it was
concluded that vortex reconnection could not account for the significant plasma entry near
Cluster. Based on data showing a larger plasma density in the LLBL at Cluster (∼3 cm−3)
than Geotail (∼2 cm−3), it is argued that LLBL flux tubes must have gained material while
convecting between Geotail and Cluster, as a reduced density (∼1 cm−3) might otherwise
be expected due to expansion of the flux tubes. It should be noted that this conclusion relies
on an assumption that Geotail and Cluster plasma instruments have good relative accuracy.
Taylor et al. (2008) draw a similar conclusion from a study with Polar and Double Star TC-1,
in a study of an interesting interval which has rolled up vortices, dual-lobe reconnection and
a cold dense plasma sheet observed by Double Star TC-2.
Bavassano Cattaneo et al. (2010) performed a detailed examination of very large rolled
up Kelvin Helmholtz vortices observed by Cluster during a long lasting interval of north-
ward IMF in the dusk equatorial magnetopause region. The vortices are suggested to have
been generated further upstream, due to their large size. Magnetospheric and magnetosheath
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Fig. 9 The scenario described by Bavassano Cattaneo et al. (2010) in which magnetosheath magnetic field
lines are reconnected at high latitudes under northward IMF conditions, and then convect tailwards to be-
come entangled in Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices that form from Kelvin–Helmholtz boundary waves that also
propagate tailwards along the magnetopause. The blue parts of these open field lines are within the magne-
tosphere while the green parts are outside. Near the equatorial plane, field lines 3 and 4 have crossed the
magnetopause to become part of the low latitude boundary layer inside the magnetopause while field lines 1
and 2 are contributing to a magnetosheath boundary layer. The crossing point on a given field line effectively
moves northwards as the field line moves tailwards
plasma coincide on the magnetosphere side of the magnetopause, similar to the findings of
Hasegawa et al. (2004). Electron, proton and O+ ion distributions observed in a succession
of vortices show, in each case, a sequence of differing signatures consistent with crossing
back and forward from the magnetosheath to the magnetosphere through a magnetosheath
boundary layer (MSBL) and low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) of the kind that is expected
for persistent lobe reconnection at high (southern) latitudes. In particular, parallel and an-
tiparallel ion populations carry clear information about the different ages of the reconnected
field lines in the inner and outer LLBL and the outer and inner MSBL. A key finding is that
field aligned O+ ions, while prevalent in the magnetotail plasmasheet, could not be found
near the magnetopause current sheet, as might be expected for local reconnection allowing
transport across the low latitude magnetopause. It is therefore suggested that, for this event
at least, the reconnected field lines, while convecting tailwards became embedded in the
developing vortices, as illustrated in Fig. 9.
Takagi et al. (2006) and Faganello et al. (2012) proposed that solar wind plasma entry
to the magnetosphere can occur through so-called “double mid-latitude reconnection” oc-
curring on the magnetospheric flanks as a consequence of rolling up of Kelvin–Helmholtz
vortices. The concept is that there is a limited latitudinal extent over which conditions for
vortex formation are favourable, and that magnetic flux that is separated by distances compa-
rable to vortex scales sizes at low latitudes is able to reconnect at mid-latitudes, as shown in
Fig. 10. In effect, this is similar to double-lobe (behind the cusp) reconnection, but the along-
field distance between reconnection sites is smaller. Faganello et al. (2014) published a case
study providing observational evidence for the occurrence of this scenario using THEMIS
spacecraft data. There may not yet be a consensus on this scenario, as the same THEMIS
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Fig. 10 Illustration from Faganello et al. (2012), of double mid-latitude reconnection associated with Kelvin
Helmholtz vortices at the flank magnetopause. On the left hand side of the figure, blue (magnetospheric)
and red (magnetosheath) field lines are shown becoming intertwined and twisted due to vortical flows at low
latitude that do not occur at higher northerly or southerly latitudes. Green shapes show where mid-latitude
current sheets form, which may become suspectible to magnetic reconnection. The right hand pair of figures
show reconnection first at the upper current sheet, producing open field lines (green and yellow) and then
at the lower current sheet producing newly closed pale blue field lines carrying a population of captured
magnetosheath plasma
data were also used to provide support for an interpretation involving reconnection at low
latitudes and sub-vortex scales, according to three-dimensional fully kinetic simulations by
Nakamura et al. (2013).
It remains to be firmly demonstrated that reconnection-based processes can fully explain
the observed magnetospheric boundary layers, particularly under northward IMF conditions,
so it remains relevant to consider the relative effectiveness of other processes that may play
a role. Alternative scenarios for plasma transport across the magnetic field at the magne-
topause typically invoke a kinetic process that acts on scales smaller than those for which
ideal magnetohydrodynamics is applicable.
For example, it has been proposed that cross-magnetic field diffusion may play a role in
flank magnetopause plasma entry. Smets et al. (2007) used hybrid simulations to show that
diffusion due to finite Larmor radius effects may occur at a tangential discontinuity magne-
topause for southward IMF, and that its effectiveness is improved when Kelvin–Helmholtz
waves activity occurs. Interestingly, this study predicts observations of “D-shaped” ion dis-
tributions, previously considered to be a unique indicator of magnetic reconnection.
When the wavelength of waves at the magnetopause is on the order of the ion gyrora-
dius, the waves can lead to diffusive transport of transport of the magnetosheath ions across
the magnetopause (Johnson and Cheng 1997; Chen 1999; Chaston et al. 2008). One of the
likely types of waves is large-amplitude kinetic Alfvén waves (KAW). KAWs have been ob-
served on the magnetospheric boundary (Tsurutani et al. 1982; Labelle and Treumann 1988;
Anderson and Fuselier 1994). KAWs could result from mode conversion of magnetosheath
compressions in the sharp magnetopause gradients at the magnetopause (Lee et al. 1994;
Johnson and Cheng 1997, 2001). The mode conversion has been demonstrated with 2D hy-
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brid simulations (Lin et al. 2010) and 3D simulations (Lin et al. 2012). Yao et al. (2011) sur-
veyed wave power in the sheath and magnetopause and their results suggest that the wave
power associated with transverse KAWs is enhanced along the dawn flank, which would
provide enhanced transport. Particles can be heated nonlinearly by KAWs as they diffuse
across the magnetopause (Johnson and Cheng 2001; Chaston et al. 2008). The parallel elec-
tric field of KAWs can heat electrons in the parallel direction (Hasegawa and Chen 1975;
Hasegawa and Mima 1978). When the waves have large amplitudes, they can also heat ions
in the perpendicular direction (Johnson and Cheng 2001). Chaston et al. (2008) showed ob-
servational evidence of stochastic heating of ions by KAWs as predicted by Johnson and
Cheng (2001). The extent to which this source contributes plasma to the magnetosphere
remains poorly understood.
In introducing magnetopause sources of plasma, Hultqvist et al. (1999) summarizes the
total magnitude of this source with a single number that represents the sum of all above pro-
cesses: 1026 ions/s. This number remains widely accepted today. Refinement of this number,
its division amongst contributing processes, and its dependence on solar and magnetospheric
conditions all remain open questions.
2.4 Other Sources
The Earth’s magnetosphere is rarely considered to have any other sources beyond the solar
wind and ionosphere. However, this is not strictly true. Other systems, especially those of the
gas giants, can receive significant contributions from their satellites. Production can occur
from surface sources, such as sputtering or volcanic activity, or from ionospheric processes
on moons with sufficiently dense atmospheres. In a similar fashion, the Earth’s moon can
act as a third source of magnetospheric plasma.
The Moon crosses the Earth’s magnetotail at r ∼ 60 RE for ∼5 days each month. The
Moon does not have a significant atmosphere and only has a tenuous exosphere of neutral
species. When in the magnetotail lobes, pickup ions can be produced on or above the lunar
dayside by several mechanisms (Poppe et al. 2012):
1. photoionization of the neutral exosphere,
2. micrometeoroid bombardment of the surface,
3. photon- and electron-stimulated desorption on the surface, or
4. photo-ionized products of neutrals vented from a localized source in the lunar crust (see
Seki 2015).
Lunar pickup ions are heavy ions, including He+, C+, O+, Na+, K+, Ar+, Al+, and Si+
(Tanaka et al. 2009; Saito et al. 2010). The Density of pickup ions can be in the order of
0.1 cm−3 and is several times higher than the density in the lobes (Harada et al. 2013; Zhou
et al. 2013). Two electric fields can accelerate the freshly born ions: the photoelectric field
from the existence of a high-energy tail of lunar-surface photoelectrons due to incident solar
ultraviolet radiation and the convection electric field in the lobes. The ions can be accelerated
to energies from several tens to several hundreds of eV (Poppe et al. 2012). Considering
the pickup ions are only produced within the immediate neighborhood of the Moon, their
contribution as a source for the Earth’s tail plasma sheet is negligible in comparison with
the mantle plasma.
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3 Transport and Acceleration
3.1 Ionospheric Plasma Transport
Following the Dynamics Explorer 1 (DE-1) mission (1981) and before the Cluster mission,
launched in 2000 into a 4 × 19 RE elliptical polar orbit, the fate of ionospheric outflow
at the nightside equatorial plane was studied using Akebono measurements in LEO (e.g.,
Cully et al. 2003a, 2003b), Polar measurements in HEO (apogee ∼9 RE) (e.g. Huddleston
et al. 2005), and by employing particle trajectory modeling (e.g., Delcourt et al. 1989) to
predict where the outflow observed by the spacecraft ended up; the modeling done using the
Akebono and Polar measurements both showed the ionosphere to be capable of providing
enough low energy plasma to fill the magnetosphere, lending support to an early prediction
motivated by DE-1 observations (Chappell et al. 1987).
More recent studies on the occurrence of magnetospheric low energy plasma and its
solar or terrestrial origin have drawn on the enhanced observational capabilities provided
by the four-satellite Cluster mission and, beginning in 2007, the five-satellite Time History
of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) mission. The Cluster
spacecraft orbits allow for sampling of plasma directly above the polar caps and also at
larger geocentric distance in the tail lobes and plasma sheet; the instrumentation was also
designed to observe the dominant ion species for studying sources and transport and could
combat some of the difficulties of observing low energy plasma with the ability to actively
control the spacecraft potential (ASPOC). Together, these capabilities enable a cradle-to-
grave inquiry into the transport of low energy plasma (O+ in particular) from the iono-
sphere into the magnetosphere and near the equatorial plane as well as its energization (e.g.,
Kistler et al. 2005, 2010b; Liao et al. 2012, 2014). Such observations motivate recent parti-
cle trajectory modeling studies (Yau et al. 2012) and are also the subject of multiple global
magnetospheric simulations (Lotko 2007; Glocer et al. 2009a, 2009b; Brambles et al. 2011;
Yu and Ridley 2013). In the following, we review our current knowledge of ion transport
and acceleration based on past and recent measurements.
The transport of low-energy plasma through the magnetosphere is, in its simplest form,
a combination of the parallel motion along the field line and the convective E × B motion
perpendicular to the field. Low-energy, in this case, refers to ions for which gradient and
curvature drifts are not significant. As has been discussed above, there is essentially always
ionospheric outflow at some level, due to the ambipolar electric field, and the fate of that
outflow depends on the configuration (i.e. open or closed) and convective motion of the
field-line. In the inner magnetosphere, for example, the ions that flow out on magnetic field
lines that are corotating are able to accumulate, forming the dense plasmasphere, while ions
that flow out at higher L-shells are continually convected towards the magnetopause, and so
the density never reaches high levels.
At high latitudes, particularly in the cusp and auroral regions, there is further acceleration
of the ions. The outflow in these regions covers a wide range of energies, from eV up to as
high as 10 keV. In the case of the cusp, the combination of the parallel motion and E × B
motion leads to what is known as the “velocity filter” effect, or the “tail lobe ion spectrom-
eter” (Horwitz 1986). The E × B motion of the ions does not depend on energy, while the
parallel velocity increases with energy. Thus, as a field line convects over the polar cap and
into the lobe, the high energy ions are able to travel further down the tail than lower energy
ions. Thus there is a separation of the ions by their velocity. Horwitz (1986) modeled this
effect, providing maps that showed how the velocity of the ions entering the plasma sheet
increased with distance downtail. Modeling by Delcourt et al. (1992) also showed the en-
ergy dependence of the transport paths. Because the process separates ions by velocity, not
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energy, lighter species go further down that tail than heavier species of the same energy, and
at a particular location, different species with the same velocity, corresponding to different
energies, are observed (Chappell et al. 1987). These populations are loosely referred to as
“beams” as the flow outward along field lines.
Because O+ has a higher energy than H+ for the same velocity, it is easier to observe
the O+ ion beams in the lobes that result from the cusp outflow than the H+ beams. The
H+ beams are often below the energy threshold of the plasma instruments, and/or below
the energy of the positive spacecraft potential in the lobe. Thus, observations supporting
the “ion spectro” picture have originated with (Candidi et al. 1982) and continue to come
from O+ ions. Liao et al. (2010) performed a statistical study of the occurrence of these
O+ beams using data from the Cluster/CODIF instrument (∼ > 40 eV). They found that
the occurrence frequency of the ions increased with geomagnetic activity, although the
beams could be observed for all levels of activity. They also found that the spatial distri-
bution depended strongly on IMF BY , with O+ from the northern cusp streaming towards
the dawnside lobe when the IMF BY is positive, while O+ from the south stream towards
the duskside lobe. Liao et al. (2012) showed a positive correlation between solar activity and
O+ lobe beam observations. Although the beam occurrence frequency decreased with lower
solar activity, their trends showed that in the lobes still occurred between 0–25 % of the
time approaching solar minimum without accounting for ions below the instrument detec-
tion threshold. They noted seasonal as well as an orbital bias: the equatorial magnetosphere
between 4 and 15 REE was not sampled often due to the Cluster orbit. Still, their results
suggested ionospheric outflows contribute to the equatorial plasma content at all levels of
solar activity but that this contribution should be greater near solar maximum, as shown
in Fig. 11. Liao et al. (2015), compared the phase space density of the individual O+ lobe
beams with the phase space density of the outflowing cusp density and confirmed that the
observed beam flux and the increase in energy of the beams down the tail are consistent with
the velocity filter effect during quiet times, with no significant acceleration of the O+ along
this path. A small increase due to centripetal acceleration, however, as suggested by Nilsson
et al. (2010), is not excluded. However, during active times, more acceleration during the
transport is observed.
Because there is also significant cusp and polar cap outflow of H+, H+ should also be
present in the lobes. However, studies of low-energy H+ are plagued by electric shielding, as
sunlit spacecraft are often charged positively from 10 to 100 V . Several methods have been
employed to overcome this difficulty and obtain H+ measurements. Relaxation sounders,
which are antenna that obtain electron densities by emitting waves at characteristic plasma
frequencies and observing the resulting plasma resonance (Harvey et al. 1978), do not suf-
fer from electric shielding. These instruments were the first to measure cold, dense plasma
in the plasma sheet boundary layer (Etcheto and Saint-Marc 1985). For particle detectors,
one method to overcome shielding is to artificially lower the spacecraft potential by emitting
positive ions (Moore et al. 1997; Torkar et al. 2008). Despite these efforts, a potential of typ-
ically a few Volts remains. During some periods, a spacecraft can be temporarily in eclipse
and hence negatively charged, and low-energy ions can reach the onboard detectors (Seki
et al. 2003). An alternative is to obtain the total plasma density from wave observations of
the plasma frequency and then subtract the hot ion density observed by particle detectors
(Sauvaud et al. 2001).
An alternative way to obtain the density is to use the fact that the spacecraft potential de-
pends on the density and can, after calibration, be used to estimate the total density (Lybekk
et al. 2012; Haaland et al. 2012). To also estimate the velocity of low-energy ions that can not
reach a charged spacecraft, a recently developed technique has been used to analyze Cluster
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Fig. 11 Streaming O+ occurrence from Liao et al. (2012). Each frame shows results from a different year
and, therefore, different points in the solar cycle and phase of the Cluster II orbit
Fig. 12 A diagram illustrating
the formation of the electron
wake forming about a positively
charged spacecraft (top frame)
and the resulting electric field
observed by the spacecraft. From
Engwall et al. (2009b)
data. A supersonic flow of positive low-energy ions can create an enhanced wake behind a
positively charged spacecraft. Here the ions are diverted by the potential structure and not
by the much smaller spacecraft (Engwall et al. 2006, 2009b, 2009a; André and Cully 2012;
André et al. 2015). The conditions for the enhanced wake formation sketched in Fig. 12
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(top) are that the ion flow energy, mv2/2, exceeds both the thermal energy, kT , and also is
lower than the equivalent energy of the spacecraft potential, eVSC:
kT < mv2/2 < eVSC (1)
The ion wake will be filled with electrons, whose thermal energy is higher than the ram
kinetic energy, in contrast to that of the ions. The negative space charge density can then
create a local wake electric field close to the spacecraft. This electric field can be observed
with electric field instruments using probes mounted on wire booms.
For a given velocity, lighter ions, such as H+ will be more affected by the spacecraft
and hence create a larger wake. Figure 12 (bottom) shows an example of a wake electric
field observation close to the subsolar magnetopause. The non-sinusoidal repetitive pattern
is due to the wake and indicates the presence of low-energy ions. Combining observations
of the wake electric field with observations of the magnetic field and observations of the
geophysical electric field using another method (the drift of keV electrons artificially emitted
from the spacecraft) gives the ion velocity. Combing the velocity with the density from the
spacecraft potential, the flux of low-energy ions can be determined (Engwall et al. 2009b,
2009a; André et al. 2010).
Using the Cluster dataset and this unique method to obtain low-energy ion fluxes in the
night-side (XGSM < 0) André et al. (2015) showed the occurrence rate of low-energy ions
was 60–70 % in the lobes to out to XGSM of about 15 RE during all parts of the solar cycle,
as indicated in Fig. 13. The ions’ very low energy clearly identified them as ionospheric
plasma and their high occurrence rate confirmed both their existence and their prominence
in the lobes. Their statistics also showed a decrease in the occurrence rate to <20 % on
approach to the plasma sheet (|ZGSM| < 2 RE) and they suggested that the low occurrence
at small ZGSM distances was due to the low-energy ions being energized above 10 eV upon
approach and passage through the plasma sheet. They also noted, however, an observational
limitation arising near the plasma sheet due to the detection method requiring both a steady
magnetic field and the absence of ambient hot plasma.
A comparison of the statistical distribution of the O+ beams from CODIF and the H+
beams from Engwall et al. (2009b) (see Kronberg et al. 2014, Fig. 9) shows that the velocity
distributions are very similar, which is again consistent with picture that the ions are dis-
tributed in the tail according to their velocity (not energy). However backtracing of the H+
distributions observed indicated that at least some fraction of the lobe ions come from the
polar cap, not from the cusp (Li et al. 2012). It is not surprising that the source of the lobe
beams is mixed, as ions clearly flow from both the cusp and polar cap regions.
Geotail also measured beams of ions at higher energies (∼keV) 100s of RE down the
magnetotail (Hirahara et al. 1997; Seki et al. 1999). These beams are observed in the plasma
mantle, and consist of both ionospheric-source ions (e.g. O+) as well as solar wind ions
(H+ and He++). These beams were found to be too energetic to be consistent with just
the velocity filter effect. Seki et al. (1996, 1998, 1999) investigated the possible transport
routes and identified three possible sources: cusp outflow, recirculation of upward flowing
ions from the nightside auroral region, and a dayside trapped population that enters the
mantle through dayside reconnection. Recent measurements from Cluster (Nilsson et al.
2012, 2013) show that energetic O+ is further accelerated in the high altitude cusp, and
mixes with magnetosheath solar wind. This population moving tailward is likely the source
of the deep tail beams.
The ions beams in the lobe move into the plasma sheet when the lobe field lines recon-
nect. Orsini et al. (1990) showed that the O+ beams in the lobe accelerate and isotropize
as they move into the plasma sheet. Kistler et al. (2010b) showed that during geomagnetic
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Fig. 13 Occurrence of low-energy ions. Detection of flowing low-energy ions in the GSM X-Z, X-Y, and
Y-Z planes: (top) Cluster 1 2001–2009; (middle) Cluster 3 2001–2010; and (bottom) the sum of all data (top
and middle) grouped in bins of 2 RE by 2 RE . From André et al. (2015)
storms, the lobe O+ beams are observed crossing the plasma sheet boundary layer, and into
the ∼20 RE plasma sheet. Once they cross the neutral sheet, the beams become isotropized.
Hirahara et al. (1994), using Geotail Low Energy Particle (LEP) data, found that the lobe
beams increase in energy as they move into the plasma sheet, due to enhanced E × B drift.
Liao et al. (2015) also found that the beams increase in energy, and that on average, the
perpendicular increase is consistent with an enhanced drift speed, due to a relatively con-
stant average electric field, but a decreasing magnetic field towards the c enter of the plasma
sheet. There is also an increase in the parallel direction, due to either wave heating, or non-
adiabatic acceleration of the O+. Kistler et al. (2010a), using STEREO/PLASTIC data from
the deep tail pass of the STEREO-B spacecraft at 200–300 RE , found that O+ is also a con-
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stant presence in the deep tail plasma sheet during quiet times indicating that O+ still has
access to the plasma sheet downstream of the distant neutral line.
Liemohn (2005) performed a statistical survey of the <300 eV streaming ions in the
nightside lobe and plasma sheet at closer radial distances (∼9.5 RE) using POLAR/TIDE
measurements. They found that the cold ion streams were common, occurring >70 % of
the time at these distances. They found that the tailward streaming lobe beams became bidi-
rectional beams when they entered the plasma sheet. This shows that in contrast to further
down the tail, at these closer radial distances, the field line curvature radius at the center of
the plasma sheet is normally not small enough to scatter the ions, so the ions mirror and
bounce. During active times, the bi-directional beams were less frequent, indicating that in
these cases, the ions did scatter and isotropize.
The bouncing ion populations seen by Polar and other satellites were pursued by Chap-
pell et al. (2008), who noticed a similarity between their persistent occurrence in Polar ob-
servations and in a compilation of particle observations from multiple past satellite missions
(ATS, ISEE, SCATHA, DE-1). As this population convects inward, it drifts eastward due
to the corotation electric field, remaining outside the closed drift paths of the plasmapause.
Chappell et al. (2008) named this population the warm plasma cloak, due to its observed
features that showed it to be a bi-directional streaming population of warm (∼10 eV to few
keV) plasma draped over the plasmasphere that was being blown sunwards by convection.
This population co-exists with the more energetic ring current. The authors also performed
particle trajectory modeling to explain its formation, showing that a polar wind proton that is
centrifugally accelerated and crosses the plasma sheet at a smaller geocentric distance would
pick up less energy, would not get deflected around dusk by magnetic drifts on earthward
approach, and instead flow around the dawnside due to combined convection and co-rotation
drifts that transport it towards the dayside magnetopause.
In addition to ions from the lobe, ions can also enter the plasma sheet directly from the
nightside aurora region, which can also lead to bidirectional ion beams. Daglis and Ax-
ford (1996) suggested that the auroral outflow provides a fast feeding of the inner plasma
sheet with O+ during the substorm expansion phase. This was based on observations of
the increase in the O+ energy density at substorm onset, using AMPTE/CHEM observa-
tions (Daglis et al. 1994) at distances close to the AMPTE/CCE apogee, 8.8 RE . This study
showed that the O+ energy density has a strong correlation with Auroral Envelope (AE)
index. AMPTE/CHEM covered the energy range 1 keV to 300 keV, but its sensitivity to O+
below ∼30 keV was very low. Thus, while it could measure the accelerated O+, it could not
verify the auroral source. Gazey et al. (1996) reported an example where the EISCAT radar
observed a discrete auroral arc associated with considerable upflow of ionospheric plasma.
At the same time, the MICS instrument on the CRRES satellite observed two substorm in-
jections, the second of which was O+ dominated. MICS also measures energetic ions, from
50–300 keV. They concluded that the auroral outflow could be the source of the O+, al-
though they found they could not exclude a cleft source. Sauvaud et al. (2004) showed an
example where an injection of O+ from the nightside aurora accounted for 80 % of the O+
in the mid-tail region during a geomagnetic storm.
Finally, coexisting with these warmer plasma sheet populations are a significant cold
population in the equatorial nightside magnetosphere. As in the case with the global ion
beams, these ions are difficult to measure because they are often below the lower energy
threshold of the plasma instruments, and they are also often below the spacecraft potential,
which tends to charge positive when the spacecraft is exposed to sunlight. Seki et al. (2003)
used a time period when the Geotail spacecraft was in eclipse at a distance of 9 RE down
the tail, to show that there existed a cold population that had a density (∼0.2 cm−3) equal
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to the hot population occurring at the same time. Hirahara (2004) used a different technique
to find cold ions in the same region. During time periods when Pc5 ULF waves occurred,
multiple cold ion species (H+, He+, and O+) otherwise invisible to particle detectors were
accelerated into the energy range of the particle instrument. Hirahara (2004) showed that
these cold ions were present 40–70 % of the time that the Pc5 waves were observed. These
observations confirmed that the cold ions were observed simultaneously with a hot ion com-
ponent at the inner edge of the plasma sheet, indicating that ionospheric cold plasma could
cross the plasma sheet without being significantly energized. These cold ions, with partial
densities comparable to the energetic ion component, were observed more frequently during
the rising phase of the solar cycle. As a result, the authors suggested that the observed cold
ion signatures were due to direct feeding of ionospheric outflow into the plasma sheet that
was dependent on solar activity.
Nightside equatorial cold ions were sampled using the ULF wave technique by Lee and
Angelopoulos (2014) out to ∼13 RE during predominantly quiet times (observation interval
between 2008 and 2013). They used the THEMIS satellites to sample cold ions during in-
tervals of enhanced bulk plasma flows (convection or ULF waves) that accelerated ambient
cold ions above the spacecraft potential so they could be detected by the particle instru-
ments carried by the three inner THEMIS spacecraft (low inclination, 1.5 by 13 RE). They
estimated the partial densities and temperatures of the three dominant ion species (H+, He+
and O+) during such flow intervals and showed that all three occurred around 1–20 % of the
time on the nightside, but that the heavier ions were more abundant and also warmer than
the protons (H+: few to 10 eV, He+: 10s eV, O+: 100s eV), as illustrated in Fig. 14. These
nightside equatorial observations support the interpretation by Engwall et al. (2009b) that
the outflowing LEP observed with Cluster II were likely energized above the energy needed
to form a wake at locations near the plasma sheet. Lee and Angelopoulos (2014) used the
heavy ion density ratios and higher temperatures on the nightside to also infer a major iono-
spheric source of LEP at L < 13 RE . They noticed another trend: the median temperatures
of all three species were quite warm (10–100s eV) and traced out a path from pre-midnight
through the dawn side, consistent with particles in the warm plasma cloak, with evidence
of another path of the nightside warm ions along the dusk side. The dawnside trend implied
that the heavy ions, likely to originate from the nightside ionosphere, could make it to the
equator, gain moderate energy from injections or waves, and then become part of the cloak,
which was discussed but not directly observed by Chappell et al. (2008).
During geomagnetic storms, enhanced convection brings the hot plasma sheet population
into the inner magnetosphere. The inward motion to a stronger magnetic field increases the
energy of the ions through conservation of the first adiabatic invariant. The first measure-
ments of the ring current population (Krimigis et al. 1985; Gloeckler and Hamilton 1987)
showed that during moderately active times, the ionospheric contribution was about equal
to the solar wind contribution. Hamilton et al. (1988) showed that during a very large storm,
ionospheric O+ became the dominant contributor to the plasma pressure at the peak of the
main phase. Greenspan and Hamilton (2002) performed a statistical study of the O+/H+
ratio during storms, using 68 storms that covered the rising phase of solar cycle 22. They
found that both Dst and F10.7, a measure of solar EUV, are important and nearly indepen-
dent predictors of the O+/H+ energy density ratio. Thus a large storm, at any time, will have
high O+, while even a small storm at solar maximum can have a high O+ contribution.
Modeling of ion transport during storm times (e.g., Kistler et al. 1989, 1999; Jordanova
et al. 2001, 2003, 2010) have shown that particle drift from the near-earth plasma sheet, with
a large convection electric field bringing the ions into the inner magnetosphere, and then a
reduced convection electric trapping the ions in the inner magnetosphere, is able to explain
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Fig. 14 Global cold ion species properties from Lee and Angelopoulos (2014)
the observed ring current spectra. The complex, non-maxwellian energy spectra observed
in the ring current result from the competition between gradient curvature and E × B drifts
in the inner magnetosphere, combined with loss processes along the drift path. An open
question, however, is how the O+ gets accelerated to become the dominant species in the
ring current. The observations and possible mechanisms on this question have recently been
reviewed by Keika et al. (2013). They address whether this is mainly due to the enhanced
O+ density in the plasma sheet from the increased entry from the lobe and night side aurora,
or whether O+ is also preferentially accelerated in the plasma sheet. As discussed above, it is
clear that the O+ is enhanced in the plasma sheet during storm times, and so that is certainly
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part of the answer. The question of whether O+ is preferentially accelerated in the plasma
sheet, and the role of substorms in generating the ring current is reviewed in Sect. 3.4
3.2 Plasmaphere Transport
Much of the most exciting new work concerning transport of plasmaspheric material con-
cerns investigation of the plasmapause, or the outer boundary of the plasmasphere. The
position of the plasmapause is determined by the interplay between the corotation and the
convection electric fields. The magnetospheric convection electric field, controlled by the
solar wind conditions and the level of geomagnetic activity, is a key factor in all existing
theories for the formation of the plasmapause (Pierrard et al. 2008, and references therein).
The configuration and dynamics of the plasmapause are highly sensitive to geomag-
netic disturbances. During extended periods of relatively quiet geomagnetic conditions the
plasmasphere expands and the plasmapause can become diffuse, with a gradual fall-off of
plasma density. Inversely, during increasing magnetospheric activity, the plasmasphere gets
compressed and the plasmapause is eroded. Plasmaspheric ions can then be peeled off and
escape toward the outer magnetosphere. Observations and modelling efforts have demon-
strated that, for instance, plasma tongues can be wrapped around the plasmasphere, shoul-
ders can be formed, or that plasma irregularities can be detached from the main body of
the plasmasphere and form plumes (Lemaire 2001; Goldstein 2003; Sandel et al. 2003;
Dandouras et al. 2005; Pierrard et al. 2008).
The plasmaspheric plumes are especially relevant because they constitute a cold plasma
outflow mechanism, from the plasmasphere to the outer magnetosphere. They are associated
with active periods, and during these periods they contribute typically ∼2 × 1026 ions/s
to the magnetospheric populations (Borovsky and Denton 2008). Recent studies have also
demonstrated that plumes may affect dayside merging conditions (e.g., Walsh et al. 2014),
discussed further in Sect. 4. The remote sensing observations of the plasmasphere by the
IMAGE spacecraft and the in situ observations obtained by the Cluster constellation provide
some novel views of this region.
Figure 15 gives an example of a plasmaspheric plume development during a magnetic
substorm on the June 10, 2001, following a steady increase of the KP activity index in the
two preceding days. The plasmapause formation is simulated (Pierrard and Cabrera 2005),
based on the instability mechanism for the plasmapause formation (Lemaire 2000, 2001;
Pierrard and Lemaire 2004) and depending on the time history of the values of KP . The
development of a plume is clearly visible in the dusk LT sector at 7 UT. Figure 15(b) shows
the EUV/IMAGE observation at 07:00 UT. A plume is indeed observed in the same LT
sector, as predicted by the simulations.
Another way to observe large scale plume dynamics is to observe their connection with
the ionosphere. For cold plasmas originating in the ionosphere and outer plasmasphere,
E × B drift redistribution keeps both low altitude (F region O+) and high altitude (top-
side H+) ions on the same flux tube as they are convected from the plasmasphere boundary
layer (PBL) to higher latitude field lines. Incoherent scatter radar observations reveal plumes
of ionospheric storm enhanced density (SED; primarily O+) extending from the dusk sec-
tor PBL to the vicinity of the noontime cusp (Foster 1993). These radar observations of
SED have been projected into the equatorial plane by Su et al. (2001) and compared with
geosynchronous orbit observations of a sunward-streaming plume of plasmaspheric mate-
rial. That study concluded that the eroded plasmaspheric/ionospheric material is extended
along the magnetic field and that SED is an ionospheric signature of the erosion of the outer
plasmasphere.
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Fig. 15 Plasmaspheric plume development on the June 10, 2001, 07:00 UT. The center frame shows simu-
lation results from Pierrard and Cabrera (2005), based on the instability mechanism (Lemaire 2000, 2001),
the E5D electric field model (McIlwain 1986) and the value of KP . The plasmapause in the geomagnetic
equatorial plane corresponds to the blue line. The indexes BZ , DST and KP , observed during the previous
and following days, are shown in the left frame. The dotted circles correspond to L = 1,2,4 and 6. The right
frame shows EUV observations for this event projected in the geomagnetic equatorial plane. The red line
corresponds to 40 % of the maximum intensity of the image and permits one to visualize the plasmapause.
The red circles correspond to L = 1,2,4,6 and 8. From Pierrard and Cabrera (2005)
In conjunction with radar observations, the spatial-temporal evolution of the plasmas-
phere/ionosphere plume can be measured through observations of Total Electron Content
(TEC) from ground-based Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receivers. The satellites of
the GPS constellation are in 12-hr circular orbits (∼20,000 km altitude) with orbital incli-
nation ∼55◦. The GPS satellites have apogee near 20,000 km (L ∼ 4) and the integrated
total electron content (TEC), determined from analysis of their transmissions, is the com-
bined contribution of the ionosphere and the overlying plasmasphere. An example of an
SED plume originating from the duskside ionosphere and traversing poleward, illustrated
by GPS TEC, is shown in Fig. 16. The narrow band of elevated TEC extending anti-
sunward from the cusp across polar latitudes to the nightside auroral oval reveals how these
plumes earned their other common title: the polar tongue of ionization (TOI) (Foster 2005;
Thomas et al. 2013).
These GPS TEC observations have enabled new studies that further connect SED plumes
with the plasmasphere. Figure 17 shows the plasmasphere erosion plume on October 8,
2013 (GPS TEC mapped to GSM equatorial plane) and the intersecting orbits of Van Allen
Probes RBSP-A and Themis ESC . The Van Allen Probes satellites, with their 5.5 RE apogee,
were well positioned to observe the plume in-situ, and found good agreement with the TEC
maps. Additionally, it was found that the plume was oxygen rich: the O+/H+ density ratio
increased threefold within the plume (Foster et al. 2014a).
An analysis of the April 11, 2001 event by Foster (2004) indicates that at F-region heights
a plume of storm enhanced density stretched continuously from the ionospheric projection of
the dusk plasmapause to the dayside cusp. Separate calculations using observations from the
Millstone Hill radar, DMSP overflights, and ground-based GPS total electron content (TEC)
indicate that the Storm Enhanced Density (SED) plume carried a flux of >1026 ions/s into
the cusp ionosphere during the peak of the event. At magnetospheric heights, they calcu-
lated that the associated plasmasphere drainage plume transported a flux of >1027 ions/s to
the dayside magnetopause. For comparison, Elphic et al. (1997) have estimated the flux of
plasmaspheric ions, which are injected into the magnetotail and convected up and over the
polar cap during strong disturbances, to be ∼1026 ions/s.
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Fig. 16 An example of an SED
plume traversing from the
duskside ionosphere over the
pole (colored contours). Units are
total electron content unit
(TECU), where
1 TECU = 1016 e/m2. Black
solid/dashed lines are contours of
electric potential as observed via
radar. From Zou et al. (2014)
Fig. 17 Plasmasphere erosion
plume on October 8, 2013 (GPS
TEC mapped to GSM equatorial
plane with the sun at the top).
Orbits of the Van Allen Probes
RBSP-A and Themis E are
shown. 10 km/s sunward velocity
(vectors shown) was observed
along the outer portion of the
plume. From Foster et al. (2014a)
Foster et al. (2014b) investigated geospace cold plasma redistribution combining GPS
TEC and incoherent scatter radar ionospheric observations with in situ data in the outer
plasmasphere from the Van Allen Probes spacecraft and in the topside ionospheric heights
with DMSP. For a moderately disturbed event, they estimate the total fluence of eroded
ionospheric/plasmaspheric ions carried antisunward at polar latitudes in the TOI channel to
be ∼5 × 1025 ions/s. A similar calculation of the ion fluence in the SED/erosion plume that
carries the eroded plasmasphere material toward the cusp found the sunward fluence across
a 5 degree span latitude to be ∼7×1025 ions/s, which compares well with the 5×1025 ions/s
antisunward fluence observed at that time in the TOI.
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Using ground-based TEC maps and measurements from the THEMIS spacecraft,
Walsh et al. (2014) investigated simultaneous, magnetically interconnected ionosphere—
magnetosphere observations of the plasmaspheric plume and its involvement in unsteady
magnetic reconnection. The observations show the full circulation pattern of the plasma-
spheric plume and validate the connection between signatures of variability in the dense
plume and reconnection at the magnetopause as measured in-situ and through TEC mea-
surements in the ionosphere. The location of THEMIS at the reconnecting magnetopause
mapped to the point in the ionosphere, where the TOI is formed, and enhancements in
TEC stream tailward over the pole on open field lines. That study confirmed that the for-
mation of the TOI in the ionosphere is spatially linked to the presence of the plume and
reconnection at the magnetopause. The dense plasma on newly opened magnetic field lines
convected tailward over the pole as observed in the motion of TOI patches in the ionosphere
and in-situ at the magnetopause. Foster et al. (2014a) observed such plume/TOI plasma at
5.5 RE in the midnight sector and its role in substorm injection and particle acceleration to
energetic (∼100 keV) and highly relativistic (∼5 MeV) energies. These multi-instrument
observational studies demonstrate the extent of plasmaspheric recirculation through the
magnetosphere and the effect it has on global dynamics.
Are plasmaspheric plumes the only mode for plasmaspheric material release to the mag-
netosphere? As indicated above, plasmaspheric plumes are associated with active periods
and with fluctuations of the convective large-scale electric field, governed by solar wind
conditions. In 1992, however, an additional way for plasmaspheric material release to the
magnetosphere was proposed: the existence of a plasmaspheric wind, steadily transporting
cold plasmaspheric plasma outwards across the geomagnetic field lines, even during pro-
longed periods of quiet geomagnetic conditions (Lemaire and Schunk 1992). This wind is
expected to be a slow radial flow pattern, providing a continual loss of plasma from the plas-
masphere, for all local times and for L > ∼2. It is thus similar, but on a completely different
scale, to that of the subsonic expansion of the equatorial solar corona.
The existence of this wind has been proposed on a theoretical basis: it is considered to be
the result of plasma interchange motion driven by an imbalance between gravitational, cen-
trifugal, and pressure gradient forces (André and Lemaire 2006; Pierrard et al. 2009). Such a
radial plasma transport implies that the plasma streamlines are not closed, and therefore the
cold plasma elements slowly drift outward from the inner plasmasphere to the plasmapause,
along wound up spiral drift paths. Figure 18 shows the displacements of the plasma elements
(the blue × symbols) from their initial positions, i.e. the black dots initially aligned along
the dipole magnetic field lines, which are represented by the solid lines. The innermost arc
of blue × symbols was thus initially along the innermost magnetic field solid line shown in
Fig. 18 (see Pierrard et al. 2009). As shown in this figure, this outward radial transport effect
is strongest at the geomagnetic equator.
Indirect evidence suggesting the presence of a plasmaspheric wind has been provided
from the plasma refilling timing. Following the erosion of the plasmasphere after a severe
geomagnetic storm, the plasma refilling time at L > 3 can be 4 days or even as long as 8 days
(Park 1970; Banks et al. 1971; Kotova 2007; Obana et al. 2010). Considering a simple refill-
ing scenario, with an ionization flux varying with time as the equatorial density increases,
Lemaire and Schunk (1992) estimated the equatorial densities in drifting and refilling flux
tubes and noted that a flux tube located at R = 4 RE would take only 2.5 days to completely
refill and reach a state of diffusive equilibrium. This refilling timing difference, between
calculated and observed times, suggests a continuous plasma leak from the plasmasphere,
even during quiet conditions, consistent with the plasmaspheric wind. Evidence for such a
continuous plasma leak, outside the plasmapause, has been also provided by global EUV
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Fig. 18 Plasmaspheric wind formation simulation, as the result from a plasma interchange motion driven
by an imbalance between gravitational, centrifugal and pressure gradient forces. It shows the displacements
of the plasma elements (the blue × symbols) from their initial positions, i.e. the black dots initially aligned
along the dipole magnetic field lines which are represented by the solid lines (Pierrard et al. 2009). Cour-
tesy of Joseph F. Lemaire, Nicolas André and Viviane Pierrard, from a numerical simulation available at
http://plasmasphere.aeronomie.be/plasmaspherewindsimulation.html
imaging of the plasmasphere (Yoshikawa 2003). Indirect evidence for the plasmaspheric
wind has been also provided from the smooth density transitions from the plasmasphere to
the subauroral region, observed during quiet conditions and at various magnetic local times
(Tu et al. 2007).
Experimental direct evidence for the plasmaspheric wind has been provided recently
(Dandouras 2013) based on the analysis of the ion distribution functions, acquired in the
outer plasmasphere by the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) experiment onboard the Cluster
spacecraft. As shown in the example presented in Fig. 19, the ion distribution functions
obtained close to the magnetic equator reveal an imbalance between the outward and inward
moving ions, both for H+ and for He+ ions, corresponding to a net outward flow. This
outflow has been observed during all quiet or moderately active magnetospheric conditions
events analysed, in all MLT sectors, and is consistent with the plasmaspheric wind proposed
on a theoretical basis by Lemaire and Schunk (1992). Calculations show that the observed
radial outflow corresponds to a 5 × 1026 ions/s plasma loss rate from the plasmasphere,
which at the same time constitutes a cold plasma supply to the outer magnetosphere.
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Fig. 19 Partial distribution functions in the outer plasmasphere and close to the magnetic equator, corre-
sponding to ions flowing radially outwards (blue plots) and to ions flowing radially inwards (red plots).
Left panel is for H+ ions and right panel is for He+ ions. Ordinate axis is in phase space density units
(ions s3 km−6). The systematic imbalance between the outwards and inwards propagating ions reveals a net
outward flow. From Dandouras (2013)
These plasmaspheric transport mechanisms, i.e., plumes (localised plasma releases,
mainly during active periods) and the plasmaspheric wind (continuous outflow, even dur-
ing prolonged periods of quiet geomagnetic conditions), appear to contribute strongly to
other magnetospheric regions. The solar wind source is of the order of 1027 ions/s and the
high-latitude ionospheric source is of the order of 1026 ions/s, varying by a factor of ∼3, as a
function of the activity level and particularly dependent on the IMF orientation (Moore 2005;
Haaland et al. 2009; Li et al. 2012). It appears thus that plasmaspheric recirculation consti-
tutes a substantial plasma source for the outer magnetosphere and cusp, and it is comparable
to the other sources as the solar wind and the high-latitude ionosphere.
3.3 Solar Plasma Transport
Particles originating from the solar wind can enter the open field line region of the magneto-
sphere (the lobes) through upward flow out of the cusp or via reconnection just tailward of
the cusp. The plasma entering the lobes is called the mantle plasma. The mantle plasma is
magnetosheath-like with reduced density and velocity. The mantle plasma is relatively much
denser and colder than the plasma sheet plasma and with substantial tailward field-aligned
bulk flow. The mantle plasma spreads across the full width of the lobes and reaches the
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plasma sheet via E × B drift under the influence of the dawn-to-dusk magnetospheric elec-
tric field (Pilipp and Morfill 1978). Conversely, as the solar wind gains access to dayside and
terminator regions of the magnetosphere at low latitudes, it forms the Low Latitude Bound-
ary Layer (LLBL). This is a region of northward, closed magnetic flux just inside the mag-
netopause on the dawn and dusk sides of the magnetotail (Fairfield 1979; Slavin et al. 1985;
Kaymaz et al. 1994). Understanding the transport of mantle and LLBL plasma to the plasma
sheet and inner magnetosphere is critical for determining the influence of the solar plasma
source on magnetospheric dynamics.
Indication of the existence of the mantle plasma was first reported by Hones et al.
(1972) and was later confirmed and termed “plasma mantle” by Rosenbauer et al. (1975).
The mantle plasma can be seen in the near-Earth region (Haerendel and Paschmann 1975;
Taguchi et al. 2001), at the lunar distance (Hardy et al. 1975; Wang et al. 2014), and in the
distant tail (Gosling et al. 1984; Slavin et al. 1985; Maezawa and Hori 1998). The plasma
mantle is confined to high latitudes closer to the Earth, but spreads to lower latitudes farther
down stream as the mantle plasma E ×B drifts down to the plasma sheet (Slavin et al. 1985;
Siscoe and Kaymaz 1999).
Two main sources have been suggested for the mantle plasma. For the cusp source,
plasma enters the cusp first and then mirror back to nightside high latitude tail. For the
magnetopause source, plasma can enter the lobe through open field lines at any downtail
location of the magnetopause. From the MHD point of view (Siscoe and Sanchez 1987;
Siscoe et al. 2001) mantle plasma can be described as a slow-mode expansion fan of the
plasma from the magnetosheath entering through merging lines along the magnetopause.
The mantle source is often found to be mixed with plasma from the ionosphere (Seki et al.
1996).
As the mantle plasma flows tailward along the magnetic field lines, it E × B drifts
toward the equator, thus providing particles into the tail plasma sheet (Speiser 1968;
Sckopke et al. 1976). The mantle plasma at low latitudes is often found to be adjacent to
the plasma sheet and is often mixed with plasma from the plasma sheet boundary layer
(PSBL) and plasma sheet (Akinrimisi et al. 1989; Maezawa and Hori 1998). The particle
supply depends on the spatial distribution of the mantle plasma. Pilipp and Morfill (1978)
theoretically predicted the cross-magnetosphere and down-tail profiles for the mantle plasma
resulting from the parallel and perpendicular transport of particles coming from either the
cusp or magnetopause source. The model predicted quite different cross-tail profiles cor-
responding to the source. With the magnetopause source, density, temperature, and bulk
velocity are the highest at the magnetopause and decrease with increasing distance away
from the magnetopause, while with the cusp source there are almost no cross-tail variations
at large downtail distances.
Once the mantle particles reach low-latitudes and become incorporated into the plasma
sheet through tail reconnection, they are either transported Earthward in Bursty Bulk Flows
(BBFs) (Baumjohann et al. 1990; Angelopoulos et al. 1992) or lost to flow down the tail
where they will eventually join the solar wind. Therefore, the location of the reconnec-
tion X-lines, from which the earthward and tailward flows emanate, regulates the trans-
port and fate of mantle plasma. At substorm onset, these X-lines form closer to the Earth,
X ∼ −20 to 30 RE , and they are termed the “near-Earth neutral line” (NENL) (Nagai 2005;
Imber et al. 2011). In fact, the frequent observations of flux ropes in this region with di-
ameters of several Earth radii suggests the simultaneous existence of multiple X-lines near
the time of onset (Slavin et al. 2003), complicating mantle transport. Observations in the
distant magnetotail have shown the persistent presence of a “distant neutral line” (DNL) at
∼X = −120 to − 140 RE (Zwickl et al. 1984; Slavin et al. 1985). Earthward of the DNL,
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Fig. 20 The occurrence rates (a) and density (b) for the mantle plasma observed by ARTEMIS. The ion
number density for the plasma sheet at X < −40 RE observed by ARTEMIS (c) and at X > −30 RE observed
by Geotail (d). The blue (red) curves show the profiles corresponding to the 4-hr averaged IMF BZ > 0 (<0).
The curves indicate median values and vertical lines indicate the 25 % and 75 % quartiles. Adapted from
Wang et al. (2014)
the plasma sheet flow is sunward except during the expansion phase of substorms when
fast flows carry flux ropes, also called plasmoids, tailward. It is unclear whether the DNL
is a single stable reconnection X-line or the statistical aggregation of the tailward retreating
NENLs from successive substorms (Slavin et al. 1987). Plasma mantle particles reaching
the plasma sheet beyond the DNL are all lost down the tail at all times.
The mantle occurrence rate is higher and mantle thickness (the distance from the mag-
netopause) is larger during southward IMF than northward IMF (Paschmann et al. 1976;
Sckopke et al. 1976). The mantle plasma at the lunar distance (60 RE) has been studied
using the instruments on the surface of the moon (Hardy et al. 1975, 1976, 1979). Their
results showed that mantle plasma can appear at all Y , but with lower occurrence rate at
smaller |Y |. The occurrence has a strong dawn-dusk asymmetry depending on the IMF BY
direction (Hardy et al. 1975; Gosling et al. 1984).
Figure 20 shows the occurrence rates and plasma density for the mantle plasma as a
function of Y under north and southward IMF in the magnetotail from X = −40 to −80 RE ,
observed by the two ARTEMIS spacecraft from August 2010 to December 2012 (Wang et al.
2014). Both the occurrence rates and densities are highest near the flanks and decrease with
decreasing |Y |, suggesting that the particle supply to the plasma sheet becomes smaller at
smaller |Y |. There are no significant differences in these cross-tail profiles between north
and south IMF conditions, suggesting that the particle supply is independent of the IMF
BZ direction. Figures 20(c) and 20(d) show the plasma sheet density in the tail (−40 >
X > −80 RE) and in the near-Earth tail (−20 > X > −30 RE) respectively. The magnitude
of the plasma sheet density is slightly less than the mantle density during southward IMF.
However, during northward IMF the density in the tail at smaller |Y | and in the near-Earth
tail is substantially higher than during south IMF. The comparisons suggest that during
southward IMF the mantle plasma supply is likely important to the plasma sheet, while
during northward IMF cross-tail transport may be needed to bring particles from the flanks
toward midnight.
The plasma sheet gradually becomes colder and denser as northward IMF proceeds (Tera-
sawa et al. 1997; Øieroset 2005; Wing et al. 2005, 2006; Wang et al. 2010). The cold-dense
plasma is often a mixture of one cool and one warm population (Wang et al. 2012). The cool
population can be seen extending from the flanks to midnight during prolonged northward
IMF. Both the particle supplies from the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and plasma
mantles are strongest near the flanks, thus insufficient to account for the increase of cool
particles deep inside the magnetosphere. Therefore, there are likely cross-tail transport pro-
cesses allowing the cold particles to have access from the flanks to midnight. The gradual
increase of cool population during northward IMF suggests that the cross-tail transport is a
slow process.
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Analysis of transport paths shows that E ×B drift delivers particles toward the earth and
the flanks, and thus cannot bring the flank source particles across the tail to midnight (Wang
et al. 2007, 2009). Magnetic drift can bring particles from the dawn flank into the midnight
plasma sheet (Spence and Kivelson 1993; Wang 2004), however, magnetic drift is too small
to move cold particles into the plasma sheet from the dawn flank. Despite that, large-scale
E × B drift transport particles mainly earthward and toward the flanks when closer to the
Earth (due to shielding of the convection E × B field), the plasma sheet flow is constantly
fluctuating in both its magnitude and direction even during quiet times (Angelopoulos et al.
1993). The magnitudes of flow fluctuation are significantly larger than the average flow
speed. Ionospheric velocity measurements inferred from the SuperDARN radar also suggest
that even under steady driven conditions, there are significant ionospheric velocity fluctua-
tions (Bristow 2008). The convection velocity fluctuations are also observed in the lobes by
Cluster (Förster et al. 2007).
The flow fluctuation can result in diffusive particle transport if the particle number den-
sity has a spatial gradient. It has been proposed (Terasawa et al. 1997; Antonova 2005;
Borovsky 2003; Weygand 2005) that diffusion may transport cold particles from the flanks
deep into the plasma sheet. The diffusion coefficient associated with flow fluctuations in
the plasma sheet has been estimated (Borovsky et al. 1997, 1998; Ovchinnikov et al. 2000;
Nagata et al. 2007; Stepanova et al. 2011).
Efficiency of diffusive transport of particles depends on both the distributions of the dif-
fusion coefficients and particle spatial gradients. To evaluate whether diffusion is capable of
bringing particles across the tail within the typical observed time scale, (Wang et al. 2010)
estimated diffusion coefficients associated with turbulent flows from Geotail observations.
They performed a simulation of density evolution due to diffusive and drift transport of par-
ticles with the sources at the flanks. In the simulation, the flank sources, drift velocities, and
diffusion coefficient are IMF and time-dependent and are established using Geotail data.
The simulation results show that diffusive transport due to turbulence can move cold par-
ticles from the flank to the midnight meridian during northward IMF to form cold dense
plasma sheet with density increase rates consistent with the statistical Geotail results.
However, using the THEMIS observations, Stepanova et al. (2011) showed that diffusion
coefficients decrease quickly with decreasing distances from the Earth. This suggests that
diffusive transport may become too weak to account for the formation of cold-dense plasma
sheet in the near-Earth region (r < ∼15 RE). It has been suggested that interchange motion
may be another transport mechanism (Johnson and Wing 2009). The reconnection within a
rolled-up K–H vortex should create cold-dense plasma with relatively lower- entropy (i.e.,
the entropy parameter, PV 5/3, where P is plasma pressure and V is flux tube volume per unit
magnetic flux) than the surrounding hot plasma sheet plasma. This can lead to interchange
instability that transports the cold plasma inward. Wang et al. (2014) used the Rice Con-
vection Model (RCM) to simulate the evolution of colder, denser, and lower-entropy ions
and electrons that are presumably created locally along the flanks by the Kelvin–Helmholtz
vortices and subsequent reconnection. The RCM simulation quantitatively reproduces many
prominent features of the formation of cold-dense plasma sheet simultaneously observed by
five THEMIS probes near and away from the flank, indicating that interchange motion is a
plausible inward transport mechanism for cold particles in the near-Earth plasma sheet.
3.4 Substorm Acceleration
A notable feature of the expansion phase of substorms in the inner terrestrial magnetosphere
is the relaxation of magnetic field lines from a stretched configuration to a more dipolar one.
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During such events, a variety of in situ measurements reveal that heavy ions (O+) may be
subjected to prominent energization up to the hundred of keV range (Ipavich et al. 1984;
Möbius et al. 1986; Nosé et al. 2000). In a number of instances, this effect seems to depend
upon mass-to-charge ratio since no similar energization is noticeable for protons. As an
example, the observations of energetic neutral atoms reported by Mitchell et al. (2003) show
evidence of energetic O+ injections in conjunction with auroral break-ups, but no significant
change in the energetic proton flux. Some energization process thus appears to be at work
during such events that preferentially affects O+ as compared to H+. A possible mechanism
to explain this mass selective ion energization is an impulsive energization under the effect
of the electric field, induced by the magnetic field line relaxation.
Indeed, as magnetic field lines rapidly evolve from tail-like to dipole-like configurations,
the electric field induced by the magnetic transition is responsible for a convection surge that
rapidly injects particles into the inner magnetosphere (Mauk 1986). If the time scale of this
reconfiguration is large compared to the gyroperiod of the particles, their magnetic moment
(first adiabatic invariant) is conserved and the adiabatic (guiding center) approximation is
valid. In contrast, if the time scale of the reconfiguration is comparable to (or smaller than)
the particle gyroperiod, the magnetic field varies significantly within a cyclotron turn, the
guiding center approximation is not valid, and the particle magnetic moment may not be
conserved during transport. This temporal nonadiabaticity (i.e., due to explicit time varia-
tions of the magnetic field) differs from spatial nonadiabaticity (i.e., due to field variations
on the length scale of the particle Larmor radius like in the magnetotail current sheet) and it
may actually occur in regions of the magnetotail where the ion motion would otherwise be
adiabatic (i.e., κ > 3, where κ is the adiabaticity parameter defined as the square root of the
minimum curvature radius-to-maximum Larmor radius ratio). In the inner terrestrial magne-
tosphere, dipolarization of the magnetic fied lines typically occurs on a time scale of a few
minutes, which is on the order of the cyclotron period of O+ in this region of space. Accord-
ingly, while protons may be transported in an adiabatic manner and experience betatron or
Fermi-type energization, heavy ions may experience prominent nonadiabatic energization
during such events (see Seki et al. 2015, for more detailed discussion of these processes).
Unlike the energy gain due to the large-scale convection electric field that is constrained
by the magnitude of the cross-polar cap potential drop, there is no well defined limit for
the energization that can be achieved from the induced electric field (Heikkila and Pellinen
1977; Pellinen and Heikkila 1978). As a matter of fact, single-particle trajectory calculations
in model reconfigurations of the magnetic field lines reveal that O+ energization up to the
100 keV range may readily be achieved in the inner magnetosphere (Delcourt et al. 1990).
Since this energization occurs in a nonadiabatic manner and goes together with prominent
enhancement of the magnetic moment, it radically changes the long-term behavior of the
particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 21, from Delcourt (2002), which shows model O+ tra-
jectories in two distinct cases; steady state (top panels) and assuming a one-minute dipolar-
ization of the field lines at some point during transport (bottom panels). In this figure, the
test O+ ion is considered to originate from the nightside auroral zone and it can be seen
that, in steady state, this ion intercepts the mid-tail where it is subjected to magnetic mo-
ment scattering upon crossing of the field reversal. As a result, the O+ subsequently bounces
back and forth between high-altitude mirror points, while drifting westward. This ion is ul-
timately lost into the dusk magnetopause, the net energy gain realized being of the order of
20 keV. In the bottom panels of Fig. 21, a drastically different behavior can be seen as a
result of substorm dipolarization. The magnetic field line reconfiguration is here assumed to
occur 40 minutes after ejection of the test O+ from the topside ionosphere and it is apparent
that, as a result of this reconfiguration, the ion is rapidly transported from the mid-tail down
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Fig. 21 Trajectories of test O+ launched from the nightside auroral zone (0000 MLT) with an initial energy
of 100 eV and considering either (top panels) steady state or (bottom panels) 1-min dipolarization during
transport. Left panels show the trajectory projection in the X-Y plane, whereas center and right panels show
the kinetic energy and magnetic moment (normalized to the initial value) versus time, respectively. In the
bottom panels, dipolarization occurs after 40-min time-of-flight (shaded area in (e) and (f)). The arrow in (d)
indicates the O+ position at the dipolarization onset. From Delcourt (2002)
to the geosynchronous vicinity. During this convection surge, the O+ experiences a promi-
nent energization that exceeds 100 keV. The nonadiabatic character of this energization is
apparent from the rightmost panel that shows further magnetic moment enhancement on the
time scale of the dipolarization. Given this large post-dipolarization energy realized, the O+
motion subsequently is dominated by gradient drift around the planet and, instead of being
lost at the magnetopause (top panels), it rapidly encircles the Earth with a drift period of
about 50 minutes. It is clearly apparent from Fig. 21 that a short-lived convection surge with
prominent nonadiabatic energization is an efficient process to populate the outer ring current
with heavy ions of ionospheric origin.
However, a more recent statistical analysis of all the substorm events from 10 years of
Geotail data (Ono et al. 2009) indicated that while the greater enhancement of O+ over
H+ was observed over the energy range 9–36 keV, at higher energies the picture was more
mixed. Some events showed the O+ spectrum becoming harder than H+, as had been re-
ported before, but other events showed the H+ spectrum becoming harder than O+. To ex-
plain the new observations, Ono et al. (2009) have suggested that the acceleration is due to
the magnetic field fluctuations during the dipolarization, not due to the dipolarization itself.
They found that the biggest increases did not occur when the time scales of the dipolariza-
tion and the gyrofrequencies were matched. Instead, it was found that the most significant
acceleration occurred when the power in the shorter time scale fluctuations was close to the
ion gyrofrequencies. In some cases, this power favored the O+, but in other cases it favored
the H+. Nosé et al. (2014) examined magnetic fluctuations that occurred during dipolar-
ization for 7 events inside geosynchronous orbit. They modeled the ion acceleration in the
electromagnetic fields, and found that the O+ was accelerated in the energy 0.5–5 keV by
these fluctuations, while the H+ was not significantly affected, consistent with the observa-
tions. In light of the Delcourt (2002) work, and these recent simulations, it seems likely that
both the dipolarization itself, and the smaller scale fluctuations associated with it play a role
in the ion acceleration.
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Fig. 22 Estimations of low
energy particle densities from
André and Cully (2012)
4 Consequences
The immediate and inescapable consequence of the various sources of plasma in the terres-
trial system is mass and energy loading of different regions of the magnetosphere, chron-
icled in detail by Hultqvist et al. (1999). Since the book’s release, subsequent work has
been driven by a growing awareness of the magnitude of the ionospheric source of light and
heavy ions and the potential effects this population has on a vast number of magnetospheric
regions. Low-energy ions of ionospheric origin with energies below tens of eV dominate
most of the volume of the terrestrial magnetosphere at least 50–70 % of the time. Orders of
magnitude estimates for low-energy ion density, outflow and the percentage of time these
ions dominate the density are given in Fig. 22 (André and Cully 2012). The nightside outflow
is often dominated by low-energy ions. The H+ outflow is estimated to be about 1026 ions/s
(Engwall et al. 2009a), which is larger than the previously observed energetic outflow at
high altitudes, and consistent with observations at low altitudes (Peterson et al. 2008). On
the dayside, the outflow of low-energy ions is very variable. When plasmaspheric plumes are
not present, the outflow is typically a few times 1026 ions/s, while in plumes (occurring about
20 % of the time) the outflow can be up to 1027 ions/s. New results show that low-energy
ions can dominate 50–70 % of the time just inside the magnetopause, even when there are
no plasmaspheric plumes (André and Cully 2012). The large amount of low-energy plasma
detected puts strong limits on heating and acceleration mechanisms. The low-energy plasma
will also lower the Alfvén velocity and the dayside reconnection rate, and will also change
the micro-physics of the reconnection separatrix region (André et al. 2010). Indeed, a recent
review is dedicated to the role of heavy ion outflow in global dynamics (Kronberg et al.
2014). These effects create a new paradigm in which solar wind control of magnetospheric
dynamics must compete with internal feedback from ionospheric mass.
A clear example of this is the potential of the plasmasphere population to affect day-
side reconnection rates. Borovsky and Steinberg (2006), as part of a larger study of mag-
netospheric preconditioning before Corotating Interacting Region (CIR) driven storms, ini-
tially suggested the possibility of magnetopause mass loading via plasmaspheric plumes.
Borovsky and Denton (2008) provided empirical evidence of this effect by examining the
AU, AL, and Polar Cap Index (PCI) activity indices. They found that, for a given solar wind
electric field (−vBZ), all three indices were statistically lower during periods when a plume
was observed at geosynchronous locations versus periods when no plume was observed.
Subsequently, this effect was shown to manifest in global, resistive MHD models (Borovsky
et al. 2008). Reconnection electric field about the magnetopause was calculated using the
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Fig. 23 Reconnection rate and
magnetospheric density about the
dayside magnetopause before a
plasmaspheric plume arrives at
the subsolar point (top frame)
and after (bottom frame). From
Borovsky and Denton (2008)
formula derived by Cassak and Shay (2007). Figure 23 shows the reconnection electric field
(black dotted line) and density along the magnetopause (white dotted line) as a function of
distance along the dayside magnetopause, both before (top frame) and after (bottom frame)
plume arrival. Once the plume arrives, the local reconnection rate drops dramatically, yield-
ing an overall reduced reconnection rate. Early THEMIS observations used a combination of
techniques to obtain cold plasma densities near the magnetopause (McFadden et al. 2008),
establishing plume presence in the region. Further observational work has connected in-situ
observations of plume arrival at the magnetopause with the onset of bursty reconnection
(Walsh et al. 2014). This connection still requires further investigation; indeed, it has been
suggested that any plasmasphere impact on the magnetopause would be local and that the
magnetosphere shape would adjust to compensate for the mass loading effect (Lopez et al.
2010).
Because the plasmasphere dominates the mass content of the inner magnetosphere, it
therefore plays an essential role in governing the radiation belt dynamics (Horne and Thorne
1998; Thorne 2010; Chen et al. 2012). During prolonged geomagnetically quiet periods
the plasmapause coincides mostly with the outer edge of the outer radiation belt of ener-
getic electrons (>2 MeV). However, during higher geomagnetic activity time periods, the
plasmapause is located closer to the inner boundary of the outer radiation belt (Darrouzet
et al. 2013).
The inclusion of the high-latitude ionospheric plasma source in global models has re-
sulted in a set of surprising large-scale effects (recently reviewed in detail by Wiltberger
2015). Initially, global fluid models relied on simple inner boundary conditions (i.e., uni-
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form mass density) to passively include this source (e.g., Winglee 1998; Walker et al. 2003;
Zhang et al. 2007). Though simple, this outflow specification can form time and space de-
pendent outflows into the magnetosphere (Welling and Liemohn 2014) and dominate the
central plasma sheet (Welling and Ridley 2010). Winglee (2002) found that if a heavy
ion component was included in a simple, passive outflow source, the modeled cross po-
lar cap potential was reduced significantly compared to an identical simulation that used
an all-hydrogen inner boundary. Similar results were obtained when more realistic outflow
specifications were applied. Glocer et al. (2009a, 2009b) and Welling et al. (2011), using a
first-principles-based outflow model to drive heavy and light ion, polar-wind-like outflow in
global MHD, found a similar reduction in CPCP. Brambles et al. (2010) used an empirical
formula (Strangeway et al. 2005) that drove outflow of O+ as a function of joule heating
and AC Poynting flux calculated by the Lyon–Fedder–Mobarry model. It was found that
the CPCP reduction was produced if the outflow was slow and dense. Though each study
provides a unique hypothesis as to why such an effect manifests, not one has been verified
to date (Welling and Zaharia 2012).
Other global simulations continue to show that global dynamics dependend on iono-
spheric outflow. Because the ring current can be fed significant mass from ionospheric
sources (Welling and Ridley 2010; Welling et al. 2011), magnetospheric shape appears be-
holden to the strength of the ionospheric source (Brambles et al. 2010; Garcia et al. 2010).
The source location, density, and outflow velocity all appear to be factors in driving this
affect (Garcia et al. 2010). Yu and Ridley (2013) noted that as heavy ion outflow popula-
tions arrive at the plasma sheet, they can affect the location of reconnection. More dramati-
cally, heavy ion populations that arrive near the magnetic X-line can alter reconnection rates
enough to trigger a magnetospheric substorm (Wiltberger et al. 2010; Winglee and Harnett
2011). When causal outflow (i.e., outflow that is a function of magnetospheric dynamics) is
employed for periods of strong driving, outflow-triggered substorms can drive additional
heavy ion outflows, triggering further substorms (Brambles et al. 2011, 2013; Ouellette
et al. 2013). These periodic substorms resemble global sawteeth oscillations (Huang 2003;
Henderson 2004), a mode of magnetospheric activity previously unachievable with ideal
MHD. A statistical investigation of the O+/H+ ratio during sawteeth, substorm, and non-
substorm storm periods by Liao et al. (2014) suggests that heavy ion outflow plays a role
in sawteeth triggering, but that high O+ concentrations are neither a necessary or sufficient
condition. All of these studies support the view that ionospheric outflow is an integral part
in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
5 Losses
5.1 Charge Exchange
In the inner magnetosphere, charge exchange of ions with the neutral hydrogen geocorona
is a slow but persistent loss process. The charge exchange cross sections depend on species
and energy, so the effects of charge exchange can be clearly identified by the associated
composition changes. Kistler et al. (1998) showed an example from the FAST satellite in
which the composition of the plasma sheet population changed from a hydrogen dominated
population to a helium dominated population as the spacecraft moved into the inner magne-
tosphere. Comparison with simulations showed that this was expected because of the shorter
charge exchange lifetime of H+ at these energies (1–10 keV). Hamilton et al. (1988) exam-
ined the role of charge exchange in explaining the two-phase decay that is often observed
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for very large storms. They found that the fast initial decay is consistent with the charge
exchange lifetime of the energetic (75–100 keV) O+ that dominated the main phase ring
current. Many examples comparing modeled ring current spectra with observations (e.g.
Kistler et al. 1989, 1999; Jordanova et al. 1996, 2001) have shown the importance of charge
exchange in explaining the composition changes in the energy ranges where the ion drifts
are slow and go deep into the inner magnetosphere.
5.2 Advective Loss
At times of enhanced convection, the outflow of ring current ions on open drift paths to the
dayside magnetopause dictates the decay of ring current (Takahashi et al. 1990; Ebihara and
Ejiri 1998; Liemohn et al. 1999) and the dawn-dusk component of the solar wind electric
field is the parameter that sets up the time scale for ion loss. Also, the energy of the particle
along with the timescale of recovery of the cross polar cap potential controls the amount of
plasma trapped on the closed field lines (Takahashi et al. 1990).
Due to the long duration of a geomagnetic storm, the particles that are injected on the
nightside are able to drift completely through the inner magnetosphere. This energy and
convection dependent drift can move the energetic particles from the nightside to the mag-
netopause in only few hours. The dayside outflow usually takes place during the main and
early recovery phase of a storm (Takahashi et al. 1990; Liemohn et al. 1999, 2001; Kozyra
2002), when the ring current is highly asymmetric and most of its energy is flowing along
open drift paths (Liemohn et al. 2001; Kozyra 2002). The formation of the symmetric ring
current is inhibited by these losses from convection to the dayside magnetopause (Liemohn
et al. 1999).
Observations of energetic O+ ions in the magnetosheath and upstream of the bow shock
during times of elevated convection confirms not only the loss of ring current ions to the
magnetopause (Möbius et al. 1986; Christon et al. 2000; Zong et al. 2001; Posner 2002),
but it is estimated that the loss rate of O+ ions to the magnetopause can be as high as
6.1 × 1023 ions/s (Zong et al. 2001).
Based on in-situ observations by Geotail/EPIC, Keika (2005) estimate that a minimum
of 23 % of the total ring current fast decay is due to dayside ion outflow, even in the case
of a sudden northward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field, which causes a sudden
decrease in the convection electric field. However, increased convection will push particles
closer to the Earth where charge exchange processes can contribute to the rapid decay of the
ring current (Ilie et al. 2013). The spatial configuration of the open drift paths and how deep
the particles penetrate into the inner magnetosphere determines whether charge exchange
makes a significant contribution to the ring current losses as the ions drift through the inner
magnetosphere to the dayside magnetopause region.
An example of a high convection event is presented in Fig. 24, from Kozyra and Liemohn
(2003), clearly showing that the ion outflow losses dominate the main phase of the storm,
while the charge exchange processes contribute significantly to the ring current decay dur-
ing the recovery phase. The convection strength controls this loss process, i.e. increasing
convection will increase the outflow loss and vice versa.
Particles of the same energy but with different pitch angle may follow different drift paths
due to MLT-asymmetry of the magnetospheric electric field (Roederer and Schulz 1971)
or magnetic field (Roederer 1967; Roederer et al. 1973), which is the so-called drift shell
splitting. For high-energy ions dominated by magnetic drift, magnetic drift shell splitting
is important. For example, Takahashi et al. (1997) showed that in a realistic magnetic field
configuration (compressed on the dayside and stretched on the nightside) for particles of the
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Fig. 24 Simulation results for the July 14, 2000 magnetic storm. Top panel: eastward component of the solar
wind electric field (Ey, sw (mV/m)). Second panel: modeled Dsts nT (blue line), the observed Dst (black
line) and observed Dsts (red line). Third panel: energy input through the nightside outer boundary (L = 6.75)
of the model (black line), plasma density at geosynchronous orbit (red dotted line) and the cross polar cap
potential (blue dotted line). Bottom panel: the globally-averaged loss lifetime for the ring current is presented
in the bottom panel (black line) along with percentage of loss due to charge exchange (blue dotted line) and
flow-out (red dotted line). From Kozyra and Liemohn (2003)
same energy at r = r0 at noon, 90° ions come from r < r0 at the midnight MLT while 30°
ions come from r > r0.
Given this magnetic drift shell splitting, 90° ions from the nightside at larger r are more
likely to hit the duskside magnetopause than are ions of other pitch-angles. These parti-
cles are lost to the magnetopause and thus cannot complete the drift circle and return back
to the nightside. As a result, there are relatively fewer ions near 90° than ions of other
pitch-angles in the post-midnight sector. This process is known as magnetopause shadowing.
Magnetopause shadowing produces butterfly pitch angle distributions (PADs) with negative
anisotropy (more particles in the parallel than perpendicular directions) in the post-midnight
sector (Sibeck et al. 1987; Fritz et al. 2003). Figure 25 shows the statistical spatial distribu-
tions of the pitch-angle anisotropy for 10, 20, 45, and 100 keV ions observed by THEMIS
(Wang et al. 2012). It can be seen for ions above ∼40 keV, anisotropy is negative is the
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Fig. 25 Equatorial distributions of the ion pitch-angle anisotropy for different energies for
−5 > DST > −20 nT. Anisotropy = 0 indicates an isotropic distribution. Anisotropy >0 (<0) indicates
higher particle fluxes in the perpendicular (parallel) direction. Adapted from Wang et al. (2012)
post-midnight MLTs at r ∼ 10–15 RE . The shape of pitch-angle distribution in the negative
anisotropy region is dominantly a butterfly distribution. Thus the magnetopause shadowing
is an important loss mechanism for high-energy ions with near 90° pitch-angle.
Opposite of magnetopause loss is plasma exhaust downtail, which has an estimated loss
rate of 1028−29 ions/s (Hultqvist et al. 1999). Tailward flow is frequently punctuated by tran-
sients, such as plasmoids resulting from magnetospheric substorm events (see the recent
reviews of McPherron 2015 and Eastwood and Kiehas 2015). New observations of these
flows in the deep tail (Opitz et al. 2014) has been afforded by the Solar Terrestrial Relations
Observatory (STEREO). During January through May of 2007, STEREO Ahead (STA) was
200–800 RE upstream of the Earth and observing the undisturbed solar wind flow. Simulta-
neously, STEREO Behind (STB) was 200–800 RE down stream of the Earth, passing in and
out of the magnetotail. The Solar Electron Proton Telescopes (SEPT, Luhmann et al. 2007)
on both STA and STB observed 110–2200 keV ion enhancements corresponding to corotat-
ing interacting region (CIR) events. During periods when STB was in the tail, the ion fluxes
were both of higher magnitude and more anti-sunward aligned, indicating an additional
magnetospheric source. Additionally, the enhanced STB-observed fluxes were impulsive in
nature and correlated with increases in the Auroral Electrojet (AE) index, indicating a sub-
storm source. These new observations confirm previous observations of escaping energetic
magnetosphere populations and ties them to substorm activity.
5.3 Atmospheric Precipitation
Particles with a pitch angle contained in the so-called atmospheric loss-cone (i.e. with their
mirror points located below the topside ionosphere) precipitate into the atmosphere and are
lost from the magnetosphere. It is generally accepted that wave-particle interaction processes
develop during magnetospheric transport and cause a persistent pitch-angle scattering into
the loss cone. Electron cyclotron waves are known to cause pitch-angle scattering, but recent
works show that whistler-mode chorus waves could play a dominant role (Ni et al. 2011a,
2011b). Plasmasheet particles are continuously lost during their transport from their injec-
tion in the tail on the night side until the plasmasheet inner edge and then until they reach
the dayside. Diffuse aurorae develop at the ionospheric footprint of their magnetic field lines
and form two belts permanently surrounding the magnetic North and South poles. The po-
lar boundary of the auroral oval corresponds to the field-aligned mapping of the injection
region in the distant tail on the night side and of the exit region near the magnetopause on
the dayside. The equatorward boundary corresponds to the mapping the plasmasheet inner
edge.
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Discrete and intense auroral arcs appear at smaller scale inside the auroral oval mainly
during disturbed magnetic conditions (see Frey 2007, for a review). They are brighter than
diffuse aurorae and can be observed from the ground with different sizes, and shapes and
fast motions. As diffuse aurorae, they are also caused by precipitating plasmasheet particles,
but usually with higher energies. Acceleration processes develop under various conditions,
during transient events in the plasmasheet, or depending on solar-wind magnetosphere in-
teractions, or due to wave-particle interaction processes. As noticed quite some time ago by
Akasofu (1964), the appearance of discrete auroral arcs is often related to disturbed con-
ditions, as during substorms, impulsive events of great magnitude, responsible for global
changes in the magnetosphere: magnetic reconfiguration, particle acceleration, electric cur-
rent and field enhancements.
Resonant pitch angle scattering also has the potential to remove resonant ions on
timescales of under one hour. This timescale is therefore much shorter than the loss rate
associated with collisional processes (Feldstein et al. 1994). The wave particle interaction
mechanism is primarily important during the main phase of the storm (Gonzalez et al. 1989),
possibly contributing to the geomagnetic trapping and acceleration of ionospheric ions that
are injected during the main phase of a storm. Nevertheless, due to their localized nature
(Jordanova et al. 1998), their contribution to the decay of the ring current is small relative to
outflow, charge exchange and Coulomb collision losses.
Coulomb collisions between charged particles can also cause losses from the magneto-
sphere. While energy degradation from hot to cold particles occurs during these interactions
(e.g., Fok et al. 1995; Jordanova et al. 1999; Liemohn et al. 2000) and in fact the energy de-
position from this process is the cause of stable auroral red arcs (Kozyra et al. 1997), the pri-
mary contribution to mass loss from Coulomb collisions is via pitch angle scattering. Several
studies have shown that this term is smaller than scattering due to wave-particle interactions
and much smaller than either dayside flow out or charge exchange (e.g., Fok et al. 1993;
Kozyra et al. 1998; Jordanova et al. 1998; Liemohn et al. 1997, 1999).
6 Open Questions
A great deal of work has been performed since the release of the Hultqvist et al. (1999) book.
However, a great deal of questions remain unanswered. The balance of the contribution of
solar and ionospheric plasma to the magnetosphere has shifted to the ionospheric source,
especially in light of the expanded observations of the cold, “invisible” source. However, this
topic is far from settled. The contribution of solar plasma is still only tenuously understood,
especially as it is often difficult to separate from ionosphere populations. The magnitude
of the flank-entering solar source is still undetermined, with further research required to
determine what mechanisms efficiently allow mass entry into the magnetosphere.
Our understanding of the plasmasphere has also drastically transformed from a passive
population to a critical reservoir of cold ions that has far-reaching implications. Further re-
search into the effectiveness of the plasmaspheric wind in supplying cold ions to the outer
magnetosphere is ongoing, as is work to determine the importance of plume material recir-
culating into other regions. The possibility of this material affecting solar-magnetosphere
coupling by altering reconnection rates is also only tenuously understood.
Finally, with the advent of global models that better capture the different ionospheric
sources of plasma, the self-consistent effects of all plasma sources on global dynamics
are being rapidly explored. Recent work demonstrates that ionospheric outflow may reg-
ulate many global features, such as the development of substorms and sawteeth oscilla-
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tions. A plethora of studies to scrutinize these potential relationships and demonstrate—or
refute—their existence remain to be performed.
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